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Preface
The analogy between acoustics and classical electromagnetism has been studied and
exploited by many authors, bringing a large benefit to theoretical acoustics. The aim of
this work is not to repeat or summarize those findings here, which can be found elsewhere
in the acoustic literature, but to point to the analogy with more modern covariant (and
quantum) theory of electromagnetism. Newer and far less exploited analogy with the
theory of relativity is also considered. The emphasize is again not on the well established
theory, but on the novel concepts related to the nature of sound waves and mechanisms
of their generation in the so-called acoustic spacetime. This should complement the
existing theory of wave propagation in a curved acoustic spacetime. Lastly, in an attempt
to formulate a unified acoustic theory including the analogue micro-scale phenomena,
certain concepts of quantum field theory as well as the principle of least action are
applied for acoustics in fluids. The result is classical acoustics in fluids expressed using
the formalism of modern field theories.
The proposed extensions of the existing acoustic analogies should further narrow the gap
between apparently remote physics of acoustics and other field theories. They should
also oppose frequent, rather intuitive arguments against them, such as that classical
acoustics is Newtonian (although the concept of acoustic spacetime introduced by the
relativistic community has been generally accepted), scalar (although conceptually sim-
ilar and well studied analogy of gravitoelectromagnetism relates no less remote vector
fields of electromagnetism and second-order tensor fields of general relativity), does not
involve mass as a source of force or dynamics of the theory of gravitation (although this is
irrelevant for wave kinetics), and similar. The author’s intention is to stimulate further
discussion on the analogies and motivate theoretical acousticians to embrace modern
(both classical and quantum) field theories more vigorously than currently and benefit
from the always fertile ground of physical analogies. The author will be especially glad if
the work also motivates theoretical physicists to study in more details highly non-trivial
and constantly developing acoustic theory1.
The considered analogies are meant to be used for treating acoustic fields based on new
formalisms. They do not imply new findings in the other field theories. Nevertheless, the
reappearance of physical mechanisms unavoidably raises questions regarding the extent
of the similarities, which will be occasionally addressed in the text. Any constructive
suggestions with regard to the text and the presented ideas are welcome and should be
sent to Drasko Masovic (drasko.masovic@tu-berlin.de).
The author owes a gratitude to Prof. Ennes Sarradj from the Technical University of
Berlin for his valuable support on many occasions during the work on the analogies.
1Perhaps the best indication of the position of acoustics in modern physics is its presence in the
lists of areas covered by physics journals. If listed at all, acoustics is typically categorized under
“applied physics”, as if it had absolutely no contribution to theoretical physics. Its significance for
the physics of waves as well as its richness and complexity are easily underestimated in the context
of more modern non-Newtonian theories.
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1 Sound waves in acoustic spacetime
The first observations of the similarity between special relativity and propagation of
sound waves date back to W. Gordon [12]. However, the analogy between acoustics and
relativity is commonly attributed to W. G. Unruh [35], who used it primarily for studying
Hawking radiation by means of much better understood acoustics in transonic flows2.
Since then, the analogy has been further developed and promoted by M. Visser and
C. Barcelo´ in their studies of what is known as analogue gravity [3] or analogue models
of general relativity [2]. In particular, the authors have shown that sound propagation
in inhomogeneous flows of background fluid can be described by differential geometry
of a curved spacetime. They used the analogy to provide new insights into the gravita-
tional phenomena, such as black holes, with the aid of the simpler Newtonian physics of
fluid dynamics and acoustics. For example, gravitational ergo-surfaces in such analogue
models are observed as surfaces in fluids where Mach number of the background flow
equals one [37].
The analogy between acoustics and relativity should be distinguished from relativistic
acoustics. The former one is based on the formal similarity of the two mathematical de-
scriptions when the speed of light is replaced by (typically much lower) speed of sound.
In contrast to this, relativistic acoustics focuses on the situations when the speed of
sound (or fluid) is actually comparable to the speed of light. It is obviously relevant
only under certain extreme conditions, such as in early universe, close to black holes
and galactic nuclei, in the cores of neutron stars, and similar [10]. We will consider
relations between acoustic and relativistic theories only in the former sense of the anal-
ogy, the significance of which has been emphasized by Visser [10]: “The propagation
of excitations (either particles or waves) over a background can often (not always) be
given a geometric interpretation in terms of some “analogue spacetime”. As such a geo-
metric interpretation exists, there is a strong likelihood of significant cross-fertilization
of ideas and techniques between general relativity and other branches of physics. Such
possibilities have increasingly attracted attention over the last decade [2013], for many
reasons.”
Although the analogy between acoustics and relativity has raised certain interest in the
relativistic community, the techniques of general relativity have been used very sporadi-
cally for illuminating acoustic phenomena. The recent works of Gregory et al. [13,14], as
well as Ewert and Proskurov [9] are rare examples in this direction. Similarly as Unruh
and others, the authors consider sound propagation in uniform and non-uniform back-
ground flows with the aid of geometric algebra in four-dimensional spacetime. Apart
from their applications of general relativity in flow acoustic problems, the Lorentz trans-
formations of special relativity had been used much earlier for sound propagation in
uniform mean flows [20,30].
Still, the physical analogy appears to be limited only to four-dimensional geometrical
2Although commonly associated with quantum phenomena, Hawking radiation is almost fully describ-
able with classical mechanics [36].
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treatment of sound propagation by apparently different governing equations of general
relativity (the Einstein field equations) and fluid dynamics [2, 14]. In the following, we
will try to extend the analogy to the sound waves themselves and their generation in
acoustic spacetime by hypothesizing that the sound waves are characterized by a small
perturbation of the background acoustic spacetime, analogously to the gravitational
waves in general relativity. In doing so, we will use the Einstein field equations as the
governing equations for acoustic problems with the stress-energy tensor as the source of
the perturbation. We will also show how the obvious differences between the longitudi-
nal scalar sound waves in fluids and transverse second-order tensor gravitational waves
emerge in the theory and how they can be handled. Before that we will briefly show
some of the important results of the existing theory of the analogue spacetime.
1.1 Background spacetime
The essential difference between the acoustic spacetime and relativistic spacetime is that
the speed of light in vacuum is replaced by the speed of sound in the fluid. This presents
the first limit to the range of validity of the acoustic analogy, which is for the problems
where the speed of sound is also the maximum speed. So far, the analogy has been used
mainly for studying sound propagation in uniform (flat) [13] and non-uniform (curved
acoustic spacetime) [9,14] subsonic flows. Some of the main results will be repeated here
together with the important theoretical concepts.
The theory of general relativity is conceptualized around the notion of metric tensor, g.
By definition, pseudo-Riemannian spaces, which are considered here, are differentiable
manifolds supplied at each point with a metric. The metric gives shape to the manifold,
which would otherwise be merely a set of disconnected points. A practical consequence
is that it also determines the scalar product of two vectors, ~A and ~B. In a specific frame
of reference the two vectors are given by their components Aα and Bα and their scalar
product equals
~A · ~B = AαBβgαβ, (1.1)
where gαβ are the components of g in the same frame. As common, we use Greek
letters to denote four-dimensional components (α, β = 0...3, where 0 corresponds to the
time coordinate) and Latin letters for the spatial components (for example, i = 1...3).
Therefore, x0 = c0t, where c0 is the constant reference speed of sound or light
3 and x1
to x3 are spatial components, for example, x1 = x, x2 = y, and x3 = z in Cartesian
coordinates. Eq. (1.1) also uses Einstein’s convention, according to which the summation
is performed over each letter which appears once as a subscript and once as a superscript
in an expression. The two positions of the letters refer to the covariant and contravariant
vector bases. Since the scalar product commutes, metric tensor is necessarily symmetric,
gαβ = gβα, with maximum ten independent components in any frame.
3In this section we will allow the speed of sound to vary over space. However, it will be constant in
most of the rest of the text.
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In a general curved spacetime, d’Alembertian of a scalar φ is given as
2φ = (gαβφ,β);α =
1√−g (
√−ggαβφ,β),α. (1.2)
Comma denotes usual derivative with respect to the coordinate which follows it (for
example, φ,α = ∂φ/∂x
α), while semicolon is used for covariant derivatives in curved
manifolds (for a vector V β, V β ;α = V
β
,α + V
µΓβµα, where Γ
β
µα are Christoffel symbols,
which will be introduced in eq. (1.34)). Determinant of the matrix (gαβ) is written
shortly as g = det(gαβ). The d’Alembertian in eq. (1.2) is also the operator of the
massless Klein-Gordon equation, which is the simplest Lorentz-invariant equation of
motion which a scalar field can satisfy [33]. It is, therefore, natural that the same
operator appears in the relativistic description of scalar sound fields in fluids. This will
be discussed later in the context of quantum theories.
Adopting the mixed signature [−+++], the simplest flat (Minkowski) spacetime is given
by the metric
gαβ = ηαβ =

−1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1
 , (1.3)
the determinant of which equals g = −1. In this specific case covariant derivative
becomes usual derivative and the d’Alembertian becomes the classical wave operator:
2φ = (ηαβφ,β),α = η
αβφ,αβ = φ
,α
,α =
(
− 1
c20
∂2
∂t2
+∇2
)
φ, (1.4)
since ,0 = ∂/∂x
0 = (1/c0)∂/∂t and ∇2 = ∂2/∂(x1)2 + ∂2/∂(x2)2 + ∂2/∂(x3)2. Multipli-
cation with ηαβ raises the index α (or β) and ηαβ lowers it.
Another example of a flat spacetime is given with the metric
gαβ =

−1 0 0 −M
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0
−M 0 0 1−M2
 , (1.5)
where M < 1 is a dimensionless constant. The determinant is again g = −1. This time,
however, the d’Alembertian has a somewhat more complicated form,
2φ = gαβφ,αβ =
(
− 1
c20
∂2
∂t2
+∇2 − 2M
c0
∂2
∂t∂x3
−M2 ∂
2
∂(x3)2
)
φ
=
(
− 1
c20
(
∂
∂t
+Mc0
∂
∂x3
)2
+∇2
)
φ =
(
− 1
c20
D2
Dt2
+∇2
)
φ,
(1.6)
with D/Dt = ∂/∂t + Mc0∂/∂x
3. Here we recognize the operator of convected wave
equation, which describes sound propagation in a uniform subsonic background flow
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moving in the positive direction of the x3-axis with the Mach number M . Since the
frame can always be chosen such that the x3-axis is parallel to the flow, we can conclude
that the d’Alembertian in eq. (1.2) can describe sound propagation in both quiescent
fluid and uniform mean flow when supplied with an appropriate metric tensor. The
metrics such as the one in eq. (1.5), which typically occur in acoustic problems, are
sometimes called acoustic metrics [37].
The last example of an acoustic metric describing sound propagation in background
flows which we will consider is
gαβ = −
(
ρc50
ρ0c5
)1/3 
1 u1/c0 u
2/c0 u
3/c0
u1/c0 (u
1/c0)
2 − (c/c0)2 u1u2/c20 u1u3/c20
u2/c0 u
1u2/c20 (u
2/c0)
2 − (c/c0)2 u2u3/c20
u3/c0 u
1u3/c20 u
2u3/c20 (u
3/c0)
2 − (c/c0)2
 .
(1.7)
In the context of flow acoustics, ρ and c represent spatially dependent density and speed
of sound, respectively, which can differ from the constant reference values ρ0 and c0
usually taken at infinity (and denoted as ρ∞ and c∞). Vector ~u = [u1, u2, u3] represents
then velocity of the non-uniform background flow. The determinant of this matrix
equals g = −(ρc1/20 )4/3/(ρ0c1/2)4/3, which is generally different than -1 implying a curved
spacetime. The spacetime becomes flat when ρ = ρ0 and c = c0 (even if ~u 6= 0; if ~u = 0,
then gαβ = ηαβ). Using again eq. (1.2) and the law of conservation of mass in the fluid
(∂ρ/∂t +∇ · (ρ~u) = 0), it can be shown that the metric in eq. (1.7) gives the operator
of the Pierce equation [29]:
2φ =
D
Dt
(
1
c2
Dφ
Dt
)
− 1
ρ
∇ · (ρ∇φ), (1.8)
where D/Dt = ∂/∂t+~u ·∇, multiplied with the factor −(ρc)1/3/(ρ0c0)1/3. This operator
describes sound propagation in irrotational low Mach number inhomogeneous unsteady
flows, the characteristic length and time scales of which are larger than those of the
acoustic perturbation (that is, up to the first order in the derivatives of the background
flow quantities). This result suggests that the effects of a non-uniform background flow
on sound propagation can be expressed with a curved acoustic spacetime [14]. On the
other hand, a metric very similar to the one in eq. (1.7) is demonstrated in [36] to
describe a horizon of a black hole and even more general metrics for background flows
which are not irrotational are discussed in [5].
Different metrics of acoustic spacetime are obviously capable of capturing effects of the
background flow on sound propagation, such as convection and refraction. In particular,
flat spacetimes are suitable for uniform mean flows and curved spacetimes for non-
uniform flows. This has been noted by many authors who used the analogy for both
acoustic and relativistic problems. However, the use was always restricted to sound
propagation (for example, calculation of sound paths) due to apparently different physics
(governing equations) of acoustics and general relativity, nature of the two types of waves
and mechanisms of their generation, as well as the role of mass and dynamics in the
theories of acoustics and gravitation.
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In the rest of this section we will show that most of these differences can be circum-
vented in low Mach number flows, when the sources of sound are purely kinematic. We
expand the analogy to sound generation and use the linearized Einstein field equations
as the governing equations for acoustics. We also show that sound waves in fluids are
represented by a single component (in a particular frame) of the same metric which is
normally associated with small perturbation (curvature) of the background spacetime
and gravitational waves. For simplicity, we will most often assume that the background
spacetime is flat with the Minkowski metric tensor from eq. (1.3). In other words, we
assume an essentially quiescent fluid with constant and uniform values of ρ0 and c0. Af-
ter the basic description of sound waves in acoustic spacetime, the mechanisms of their
generation in fluids will be considered in section 2 in the same relativistic framework.
1.2 Sound waves
Next we show how longitudinal sound waves in fluids can be captured by a weak metric
perturbation of the linearized theory of general relativity, which is commonly used for
expressing transverse gravitational waves. It should be immediately pointed out that
this by no means implies the existence of longitudinal gravitational waves. The reason
is that a receiver of the acoustic waves does not exist in an acoustic spacetime, unlike an
observer in the relativistic spacetime. As a consequence, there is a preferred frame with
regard to the receiver, which will turn out to be the Newtonian frame, and it is only in
this particular gauge that the metric perturbation obtains classical acoustic meaning.
The governing equations of general relativity are Einstein field equations. They relate
curvature of spacetime, expressed by a metric tensor g, with its source, the stress-energy
tensor T :
G+ Λg =
kG
c40
T , (1.9)
where G is Einstein tensor (which depends only on the metric tensor up to its second-
order derivatives) and Λ (in m−2), dimensionless k (not to be confused with wave
number), and G (in m3/(kg s2)) are constants. Equation (1.9) is written in a frame-
independent form. Local conservation of energy and momentum provide additional
conditions, which in a given frame read
Gαβ ;β = T
αβ
;β = 0. (1.10)
If we are not interested in steady (more precisely, very slowly varying, as will be elab-
orated further in section 3) solutions, we can adopt usual Λ = 0. Moreover, we can
suppose that the only disturbance of otherwise flat background spacetime is due to the
waves, which, in terms of acoustics, means that the background fluid is quiescent. In an
appropriate frame metric tensor can be written as a sum of Minkowski metric ηαβ and
a weak component hαβ,
gαβ = ηαβ + hαβ, (1.11)
with |hαβ|  1.
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Within the first-order (linear) approximation, it can be shown [32] that there always
exists h¯αβ (also satisfying |h¯αβ|  1),
h¯αβ = hαβ − 1
2
ηαβhνν , (1.12)
such that
h¯αβ,β = 0 (1.13)
and consequently
Gαβ = −1
2
2h¯αβ. (1.14)
The expression hνν is the trace of h
αβ and eq. (1.13) is the Lorenz gauge condition. If
the Lorenz gauge condition is not satisfied directly by h¯αβ from eq. (1.12) for the given
hαβ in a certain frame, a small change of coordinates (gauging)
xα → xα + ξα, (1.15)
can always be introduced, transforming the metric as
hαβ → hαβ − ξα,β − ξβ,α, (1.16)
such that
2ξα = ξα,β,β =
(
hαβ − 1
2
ηαβhνν
)
,β
6= 0 (1.17)
and therefore
h¯αβ = hαβ − 1
2
ηαβhνν − ξα,β − ξβ,α + ηαβξν ,ν (1.18)
does satisfy it. Note that
h¯αα = ηαβh¯
αβ = ηαβ
(
hαβ − 1
2
ηαβhνν
)
= hαα− 1
2
ηααh
ν
ν = h
α
α−2hαα = −hαα, (1.19)
so hαβ and h¯αβ are mutually trace reverse and eq. (1.12) can be inverted to
hαβ = h¯αβ − 1
2
ηαβh¯νν , (1.20)
which will be used later. Inserting eq. (1.14) into eq. (1.9) with Λ = 0 gives the linearized
Einstein field equations:
2h¯αβ = −2kG
c40
Tαβ. (1.21)
In this section we consider only wave propagation and therefore exclude the source term.
Since the background spacetime is flat, eq. (1.21) is wave equation with the classical
d’Alembert operator from eq. (1.4), that is
2h¯αβ =
(
− 1
c20
∂2
∂t2
+∇2
)
h¯αβ = 0. (1.22)
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The simplest solution has the form of a plane wave, the real part of
h¯αβ = Aαβejkνx
ν
, (1.23)
where components of the polarization tensor, Aαβ, are complex constants and the four-
vector kα is null vector in the flat Minkowski spacetime: kαk
α = ηαβk
βkα = 0. For
example, if we suppose that the plane wave propagates in the direction of the x3-axis,
kα = [ω/c0, 0, 0, ω/c0], kα = ηαβk
β = [−ω/c0, 0, 0, ω/c0], and we can obtain the usual
exponent −jω(t − z/c0) after replacing x0 with c0t and x3 with z for the Cartesian
coordinates.
The gauge condition in eq. (1.13) gives an additional constraint
kβAαβ = 0, (1.24)
which follows from the equality h¯αβ,ν = jkν h¯
αβ = jkνA
αβejkµx
µ
. Since it involves four
equations, the condition decreases the number of unknown components Aαβ from ten
(due to the symmetry of the tensor) to six. This number can be decreased even further.
We note that eq. (1.17) suggests that a small change of coordinates, achieved by adding
a vector ζµ to ξµ from eq. (1.15), leaves equations (1.11) and (1.13) satisfied if
2ζµ = 0. (1.25)
This gauge invariance allows further freedom in selecting a specific gauge within the
class of Lorenz gauges and the introduction of additional constraints.
A typical treatment of plane gravitational waves takes the solution of eq. (1.25) (here
with the lowered index),
ζα = Bαe
jkµxµ , (1.26)
in which [34]
Bα =
1
Uνkν
(
−kαUβBβ − jUβAαβ + j 1
2
Aβ
βUα
)
(1.27)
and
UβBβ = − j
2Uνkν
(
UβUαAβα +
1
2
Aµ
µ
)
. (1.28)
Here ~U denotes dimensionless four-velocity vector. In a particle’s momentarily comoving
reference frame it is a constant timelike unit vector (time basis vector), Uα = δα0,
where δαβ is Kronecker delta. Hence, in this frame ~U · ~U = −1. For a slowly moving
(non-relativistic) particle, three-dimensional velocity satisfies |~v|  c0 and the spatial
components of the four-velocity vector are vj/c0, which justifies naming it velocity. Even
when the background space is not flat, one can always perform a background Lorentz
transformation such that Uβ = δβ0 in the specific frame. One can also point the spatial
axes in this frame such that kα = [ω/c0, 0, 0, ω/c0], so the derived result is completely
general.
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After the additional gauging with ζα, eq. (1.18) gives
h¯TTαβ = h¯αβ − ζα,β − ζβ,α + ηαβζν ,ν . (1.29)
The components are specified in the so-called transverse-traceless (TT) gauge in which
ATTαα = 0 (zero trace) and A
TT
αβ U
β = ATTαβ δ
β
0 = 0. From the last equality it follows that
ATTα0 = A
TT
0α = 0 and from eq. (1.24) k3A
TTα3 = ωATTα3/c0 = 0 for k
α = [ω/c0, 0, 0, ω/c0],
which explains why the gauge is transverse. In the transverse-traceless gauge the polar-
isation tensor equals
ATTαβ =

0 0 0 0
0 ATT11 A
TT
12 0
0 ATT12 −ATT11 0
0 0 0 0
 . (1.30)
Importantly, gauging in equations (1.18) and (1.29) does not change the order of mag-
nitude of the metric perturbation:
|hαβ| ∼ |h¯αβ| ∼ |h¯TTαβ |  1. (1.31)
It is the maximum order of magnitude of the weak perturbation and the solution in
transverse-traceless gauge is naturally associated with gravitational waves, which are
thus transverse waves with two polarizations represented by the two components ATT11
and ATT12 . The components are analogous to the electric and magnetic components of
transverse electromagnetic waves.
Since it leaves only the physically relevant transverse components, the transverse-traceless
gauge is appropriate for gravitational waves in the universal spacetime. However, much
more appropriate for longitudinal acoustic waves in fluids4 is Newtonian gauge, which is
typically used for the calculations of relativistic corrections of classical Newtonian grav-
itational potential due to the radiation of gravitational waves. The reason is that the
Newtonian concept of absolute space and time is suitable for the acoustic descriptions,
since the acoustic spacetime is unphysical and the absolute space and time do exist in
classical acoustics. Nature of the acoustic observer thus sets a preferred frame.
In order to show how the Newtonian gauge can describe sound waves in acoustic space-
time, we first note that each free particle in a curved spacetime obeys the geodesic
equation
1
c0
d~U
dτ
= 0, (1.32)
where τ is proper time (c20dτ
2 = −ds2 and ds is interval between two infinitesimally close
events in spacetime; for example, in a flat spacetime ds2 = −c20dt2 + dx2 + dy2 + dz2).
4Transverse waves can, of course, occur in solids. If they dominate over the longitudinal waves,
transverse-traceless gauge may still be relevant for acoustics in solids, but this will not be investigated
further here.
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The geodesic equation simply says that a free particle follows its world line. In a curved
spacetime it can also be written as [32]
Uα;βU
β =
1
c0
dUα
dτ
+ ΓαµνU
µUν = 0. (1.33)
Christoffel symbols Γαµν are related to the metric tensor by the equality
Γαµν =
1
2
gαβ(gβµ,ν + gβν,µ − gµν,β). (1.34)
If the particle is moving slowly (with the speed much smaller than c0) in an essentially
flat spacetime, its four-acceleration due to a small metric perturbation hαβ is within the
first order approximation of eq. (1.33)
dUα
dτ
= −c0Γα00 = −c0
2
ηαβ(hβ0,0 + h0β,0 − h00,β), (1.35)
with ~U = d~x/d(c0τ). The condition for a non-relativistically moving particle is equally
satisfied by an analogue weak acoustic wave, since the particle velocity is always much
smaller than the speed of sound. For such a particle, τ ≈ t and the three-dimensional
acceleration equals
d2xk
dt2
= −c
2
0
2
ηkl(hl0,0 + h0l,0 − h00,l). (1.36)
Particle motion due to a compressible acoustic wave in fluid is irrotational and parallel
to the propagation path of the wave5. However, the components hl0 = h0l potentially
introduce transverse motion. Consequently, acoustic waves are appropriately described
in the Newtonian gauge, which captures the effect of the component h00 associated with
Newtonian gravity. For example, if |hl0| = |h0l|  |h00| and therefore
d2xk
dt2
=
c20
2
h,k00, (1.37)
particle motion due to the incoming wave is expressed with a single scalar h00, as we
expect from the longitudinal acoustic waves in fluids. In this way we can obtain a
measurable acoustic quantity (acceleration) from the relativistic analogy.
From eq. (1.37) we can determine other relevant quantities. Since acoustic velocity and
potential φ are related by the equality
vk =
dxk
dt
= φ,k, (1.38)
5Particle velocity vector associated with acoustic waves can be expressed in terms of the acoustic scalar
potential φ: ~v = ∇φ. In contrast to this, for example, the vectors of electric and magnetic fields
of transverse electromagnetic waves are divergence free and characterized by a vector potential ~A:
∇× ~A (see section 4).
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we can associate h00 with φ:
dφ
dt
=
c20
2
h00. (1.39)
In a quiescent fluid acoustic pressure and potential are related through the equality
p = −ρ0dφ
dt
= −ρ0c
2
0
2
h00. (1.40)
Finally, for a plane longitudinal sound wave the only non-zero component of particle
velocity is in the direction of wave propagation (say the x3-axis) and it equals
v3 =
p
ρ0c0
= −c0
2
h00 (1.41)
which confirms non-relativistic particle motion (|v3|  c0), since |h00|  1.
A note should be made. While c0 in the numerator on the right-hand side of eq. (1.41)
corresponds to the theoretical maximum particle velocity, ρ0c
2
0 in eq. (1.40) does not
entirely correspond to the maximum (static) pressure p0. For a perfect gas it equals
p0 = ρ0c
2
0/γ, where γ is heat capacity ratio (around 1.4 for air under normal conditions).
This suggests that we should transform
ρ0 → γρ0 (1.42)
when we switch from gravitation to dynamic acoustic quantities (typically sound pres-
sure), with γ = 1 in general relativity. In order to avoid confusion, we will ignore this
most of the time and keep γ = 1, especially since we are usually not interested in the
properties of the background fluid, the dynamics of which does not follow from the anal-
ogy anyway. However, in rare occasions it will be explicitly stated when this difference
becomes relevant for the correct interpretation of the analogue results.
We can conclude that a sound wave is naturally described by the metric component h00
in the Newtonian gauge, not in the Lorenz gauge. The latter can still be used first,
in order to solve the linearized Einstein equations (the wave equation with h¯αβ as the
unknown) as usual in general relativity, but eventually a transformation to the Newto-
nian (rather than transverse-traceless) gauge must be performed in order to obtain usual
acoustic quantities. Nevertheless, a purely geometric quantity, metric perturbation, suf-
fices for the description of sound waves and no dynamic analogy with general relativity
is necessary for this.
Lastly, it is also important to note that the value of h00 in the Newtonian gauge does not
have to be of the same order of magnitude as h¯TTαβ (or h¯αβ or hαβ from which it is derived).
As it will follow from the analysis of the sources of waves, the acoustic perturbation is
captured by weak higher-order components of h¯αβ which do not satisfy the Lorenz gauge
condition and are not visible in the transverse-traceless gauge. In fact, h¯TTαβ describes
efficiently only transverse waves of the leading order and we will see that for compact
sources h00 is smaller than h¯
TT
αβ by the factor (ωL/c0)
2, where L is characteristic length
scale of the source and (ωL/c0)→ 0 for such sources. Therefore, in the next section we
study how the acoustically relevant component h00 is determined by different sources of
sound.
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2 Generation of sound waves in acoustic spacetime
In the previous section we showed how a metric perturbation of acoustic spacetime
can capture a propagating sound wave. In this section we inspect several types of
sources of sound using the same relativistic approach. As in general relativity, it is
the matter characterized by (energy-)mass which curves the spacetime around it and
generates waves. However, it also needs to satisfy the conservation laws of (energy-
)mass and momentum. While the dynamics of general relativity and fluid dynamics is
generally different, an important regime in which the analogy remains kinematic and
accurate is at small (non-relativistic) velocities. In general relativity this condition is
satisfied for velocities much below the speed of light and in fluid dynamics in essentially
incompressible low Mach number flows. Such sources can be studied by further extension
of the analogy developed above.
Type of a source of waves which is common both to general relativity and acoustics in
fluids is quadrupole and it will be considered first. While typical quadrupole sources of
gravitational waves are binary stars and black holes, aeroacoustic quadrupole is usually
associated with pure instability of the fluid (which is the medium) in the form of vorticity
or turbulence. The analogy between a rotating vortex pair and black hole binary, being
closest to a pure instability of the relativistic medium - the spacetime itself, will be
examined in section 2.2. Before that we will derive Lighthill’s general scaling low for the
power of an aeroacoustic quadrupole, which follows directly from the linearized Einstein
field equations with a non-relativistic source. Although irrelevant for the theory of
gravitational waves, we will show in sections 2.3 and 2.4 that acoustic monopole and
dipole sources are also covered by the same equations, as long as the sources are located
in an essentially incompressible fluid.
2.1 Aeroacoustic quadrupole
In order to study generation of sound, we refer back to the linearized eq. (1.21) with
the source term. Fluid in the source region in the acoustic spacetime has to satisfy the
conservation laws, eq. (1.10):
Tαβ ;β = 0. (2.1)
In general relativity stress-energy tensor of a perfect fluid equals
T = (ρc20 + p)~U ⊗ ~U + pg−1, (2.2)
where ρ is energy density, p is pressure, ~U is four-velocity of the fluid particles (~U ⊗ ~U =
UαUβ), and g is, as before, the metric tensor. If all particles move at small three-
dimensional velocity, |~v|  c0, the approximation ~U ≈ (1, ~v/c0) = [1, v1/c0, v2/c0, v3/c0]
holds and the components of the stress-energy tensor in nearly flat spacetime (eq. (1.3))
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are given by
Tαβ =

ρc20 (ρ+
p
c20
)c0v
1 (ρ+ p
c20
)c0v
2 (ρ+ p
c20
)c0v
3
(ρ+ p
c20
)c0v
1 (ρ+ p
c20
)v1v1 + p (ρ+ p
c20
)v1v2 (ρ+ p
c20
)v1v3
(ρ+ p
c20
)c0v
2 (ρ+ p
c20
)v1v2 (ρ+ p
c20
)v2v2 + p (ρ+ p
c20
)v2v3
(ρ+ p
c20
)c0v
3 (ρ+ p
c20
)v1v3 (ρ+ p
c20
)v2v3 (ρ+ p
c20
)v3v3 + p
 . (2.3)
We shall already notice the similarity between the spatial part of the stress-energy tensor,
T jk, and Lighthill’s tensor [23], which is a pure aeroacoustic source of sound in fluids in
free space (without boundaries). Apart from the different value of c0 (speed of sound
instead of speed of light), the main differences are that in classical fluid dynamics ρ
denotes usual density of the matter rather than energy density and the appearance of
pressure in the sum ρ + p/c20 in the momentum and stress terms. Usually, however,
p/c20  ρ when |~v|  c0 even in the context of gravitation (hence, pressure p here
should not be confused with acoustic pressure). In aeroacoustics and fluid dynamics the
same condition is satisfied in subsonic flows with low Mach number value. Therefore,
non-relativistic stress-energy tensor takes the simpler form
Tαβ =

ρ0c
2
0 ρ0c0v
1 ρ0c0v
2 ρ0c0v
3
ρ0c0v
1 ρ0v
1v1 + p ρ0v
1v2 ρ0v
1v3
ρ0c0v
2 ρ0v
1v2 ρ0v
2v2 + p ρ0v
2v3
ρ0c0v
3 ρ0v
1v3 ρ0v
2v3 ρ0v
3v3 + p
 , (2.4)
which also describes incompressible flows. The only essential difference is in ρ0 repre-
senting energy or mass density6.
Another subtle difference between the spatial part of stress-energy tensor and Lighthill’s
tensor is that the latter one follows from the conservation laws after the weak acoustic
parts (expressed in terms of acoustic pressure or density) are shifted to the left-hand
side of the wave equation to represent propagating sound waves. Therefore, it alone
does not contain conserved stress components. In contrast to this, the full stress-energy
tensor which we consider as the source satisfies the conservation laws in eq. (2.1). It is
the source of the perturbation of spacetime itself, so it does not have to be split into the
source and propagation parts in terms of dynamic quantities. Nevertheless, as we shall
see, the acoustic part of the perturbation is of sub-leading order and does not satisfy
the corresponding eq. (1.13), which explains why Lighthill’s tensor is not conserved after
the split.
6The mass energy usually dominates over the energy of massless particles in general relativity, as well,
especially at non-relativistic speeds, which makes the analogy even closer. An exception are highly
non-relativistic fluids which are not covered here. For example, the early universe is believed to
consist of massless particles. It is interesting to note that such a fluid still posses compressibility
and the speed of sound can be defined [28]. The maximum speed of compressible waves is then of
the same order of magnitude as the speed of light, smaller only by the factor
√
3. This opens further
questions on the relation between relativistic acoustics and the analogy treated here. Origin of mass
in acoustic spacetime will be discussed in section 6 in the context of quantum analogy.
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In the further analysis of aeroacoustic sound generation with stress-energy tensor as the
source, we follow Misner et al. [26] and consider a single isolated source of waves, far
from which the spacetime is asymptotically flat towards the infinity, with the background
metric from eq. (1.3). Small metric perturbation is defined with eq. (1.11) everywhere,
including the source region. Linearized7 eq. (1.21) holds under the condition in eq. (1.13).
In addition to this, we expect that only a small part of the stress-energy tensor is
responsible for the radiation of waves. In order to emphasize this, we can formally split
it into the dominant “effective” stress-energy tensor, T effαβ, and the small component tαβ:
Tαβ = T
eff
αβ + tαβ. Thus, we have
2h¯αβ = −2kG
c40
(T effαβ + tαβ). (2.5)
Still, no part of the stress-energy tensor, including the radiation-related part, is shifted
to the left-hand side of eq. (2.5). The general solution for both ingoing ( = −1) and
outgoing ( = +1) wave is
h¯αβ =
kG
2pic40
∫
[T effαβ + tαβ](t−R/c0)
R
d3~y, (2.6)
where the integral is over the entire three-dimensional space and R = |xi − yi|. The
values of T effαβ and tαβ are to be evaluated at the retarded time t− R/c0.
Next, we assume that the source is compact, so that its characteristic length scale satisfies
the inequality L c0/ω, where ω is characteristic angular frequency of the oscillations.
This actually comes down to the condition for non-relativistic motion, |~v|  c0, since
|~v| ∼ Lω. For this reason, the inequality is also referred to as slow-motion condition.
We also consider far geometric field (R L). Thus, we can approximate
h¯αβ =
kG
2pirc40
∫
[T effαβ + tαβ](t−r/c0)d
3~y, (2.7)
where r is radial coordinate of the spherical coordinate system with the source in its
origin.
From the conservation laws, eq. (2.1), one can deduce the identity [26]
1
c20
d2
dt2
∫
(T eff00 + t00)xjxkd
3~x = 2
∫
(T effjk + tjk)d
3~x. (2.8)
It directly relates spatial components of the stress-energy tensor with the single (scalar)
component T00 and accordingly removes the need for a split as in Lighthill’s analogy.
This is made possible exactly due to the fact that the full stress-energy tensor satisfies
the conservation laws. The second-order time derivative on the left-hand side of eq. (2.8)
7It is interesting to note that even if the source is relativistic, that is, with high subsonic velocities in
the source region, we can still define h¯αβ the same. It will not comply with the linearized theory,
but the derivation which follows still holds.
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corresponds to the second-order derivatives of the source terms in Lighthill’s analogy.
They naturally appear when a second-order tensor reduces to a scalar. The integral on
the left-hand side of eq. (2.8) multiplied with 1/c20 represents the second moment of the
mass distribution and it is called quadrupole moment tensor of the mass distribution.
It is commonly denoted with Ijk, which is, thus, by definition
Ijk =
1
c20
∫
(T eff00 + t00)xjxkd
3~x. (2.9)
The quantity which appears to be more convenient for mathematical description of wave
generation is reduced quadrupole moment, which is defined as
Ijk = Ijk − 1
3
δjkIl
l. (2.10)
From equations (2.7)-(2.9),
h¯jk =
kG
4pirc40
d2
dt2
Ijk(t− r/c0). (2.11)
We now limit ourselves to the derivation of Lighthill’s scaling law for the acoustic power
of the quadrupole source of jet noise. For this purpose, it is sufficient to estimate reaction
of the source to the far-field radiation, which can actually be done in the acoustic near
field. It captures the energy lost by the source in the form of radiation. Expanding h¯jk
in powers of r for ωr/c0  1 (near field condition) gives
h¯jk(t−r/c0) = h¯jk(t)−r/c0
1!
d
dt
h¯jk(t)+
(r/c0)
2
2!
d2
dt2
h¯jk(t)−(r/c0)
3
3!
d3
dt3
h¯jk(t)+... (2.12)
where ... denotes the omitted higher-order terms. The even powers of r/c0 do not
represent wave radiation since they are invariant to the sign of . Leaving only the
terms which correspond to the wave radiation8 with  = 1 for an outgoing wave,
h¯reactjk = −
kG
4pic50
d3
dt3
Ijk(t)− kG
24pic70
r2
d5
dt5
Ijk(t) + ... (2.13)
Using eq. (1.13) from which it follows
h¯0j,0 = h¯j0,0 = −h¯j0,0 = h¯jk,k = h¯jk,k (2.14)
and
h¯00,0 = h¯
00
,0 = −h¯0j ,j = h¯0j,j, (2.15)
8In terms of gravitation, the omitted terms which do not contribute to the radiation are corrections
of the Newtonian potential producing the effects such as perihelion shift. In the acoustic analogy,
they contribute to the incompressible fluctuations which do not propagate into acoustic far field.
The parallel between Newtonian gravity and acoustic near field will also be discussed in section 3.
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we can also find
h¯react0j = −
kG
12pic60
xk
d4
dt4
Ijk(t)− kG
120pic80
r2xk
d6
dt6
Ijk(t) + ... (2.16)
and
h¯react00 = −
kG
12pic50
d3
dt3
Ijj(t)− kG
120pic70
(r2δjk + 2xjxk)
d5
dt5
Ijk(t) + ... (2.17)
These components represent radiation reaction potentials in Lorenz gauge9.
The components h¯react0j depend on x
k, which implies transverse motion. In order to
arrive at a Newtonian form suitable for acoustic radiation, we first switch back to hαβ =
h¯αβ − h¯ννηαβ/2 from eq. (1.20) and change the coordinates to xµ + ξµ, with
ξ0 = − kG
12pic40
d2
dt2
Ill(t) +
kG
48pic60
xjxk
d4
dt4
Ijk(t)− kG
48pic60
r2
d4
dt4
Ill(t) (2.18)
and
ξj = − kG
8pic50
xk
d3
dt3
Ijk(t) +
kG
24pic50
xj
d3
dt3
Ill(t). (2.19)
In this gauge [26]
hreact00 = −
kG
20pic70
xjxk
d5
dt5
Ijk(t) (2.20)
to the lowest order, while the components hreact0j ∼ (ωL/c0)hreact00 are of higher order.
Therefore, we have expressed the metric component h00 in the Newtonian form and we
expect it to describe fluid particle motion due to a longitudinal sound wave produced by
the isentropic quadrupole source ρ~v~v in Lighthill’s analogy. The geodesic equation (1.37)
gives acceleration of a non-relativistic particle affected by the weak perturbation:
d2xl
dt2
=
c20
2
hreact,l00 = −
kG
40pic50
(
xjxk
d5
dt5
Ijk(t)
),l
. (2.21)
We are now ready to derive Lighthill’s scaling law for the source power. We assume
that Tjk scales as ρ0|~v|2, where ρ0 is density of the essentially incompressible fluid in the
source region. From equations (2.8)-(2.10), |Ijk| ∼ ρ0L5, so the acoustic particle velocity
from eq. (2.21) scales as
|~vac| ∼ kGρ0L
2
c50
(ωL)4. (2.22)
The intensity (energy flux) scales as
|~I| ∼ ρ0c0|~vac|2 ∼ k
2G2ρ30L
4
c0
( |~v|
c0
)8
, (2.23)
9In the theory of electromagnetism the forces associated with analogous vector-potentials are often
called radiation damping or Lorentz frictional forces, and they will be considered in section 4.
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where we also replaced ωL ∼ |~v|. We have thus re-derived Lighthill’s 8th-power law,
which for L ∼ r in the considered near field gives the scaling [23,30]: |~I| ∼ ρ0c30(|~v|/c0)8.
Furthermore, neglecting the dimensionless multiplication constant involving k (which
will be calculated later, when a full analytic solution is obtained), the two expressions
become equal if we set
G =
c20L
2M
∼ c
2
0
ρ0L2
, (2.24)
where M is total mass of the source. In this way, we can readily identify the length scale
L as acoustic Schwarzschild radius, characteristic length scale of the compact source of
sound waves:
L =
2GM
c20
. (2.25)
In cosmology Schwarzschild radius determines the length scale of a black hole and its
event horizon. It is reasonable that a similar quantity determines the length scale of an
aeroacoustic quadrupole source in acoustic spacetime, typically an acoustically compact
vortex. This indicates very similar behaviour of rotating vortices, as the sources of
aeroacoustic sound, and rotating black holes, as the sources of gravitational waves, at
least in the non-relativistic regime. This will be examined numerically in section 2.2.
After replacing G ∼ c20/(ρ0L2), r ∼ L, d2/dt2 ∼ ω2, and |Ijk| ∼ ρ0L5 in eq. (2.11), we
see that the metric perturbation due to gravitational waves scales as
|h¯TTjk | ∼ |h¯jk| ∼
(
ωL
c0
)2
, (2.26)
while inserting eq. (2.22) into eq. (1.41) gives scaling of the acoustic component
|h00| ∼ |~vac|
c0
∼
(
ωL
c0
)4
. (2.27)
This difference between the amplitudes of gravitational and sound waves in the order
of magnitude by the factor (ωL/c0)
2 is entirely because sound waves are longitudinal
and follows from the second-order time derivative in eq. (2.8). Hence, for acoustically
compact sources, longitudinal waves are much weaker than transverse waves. However,
fluids support only the first type of acoustic waves, which are therefore in the focus here.
Derivation of the scaling law based on acoustic spacetime is in a certain sense more
natural than Lighthill’s original derivation based on fluid dynamics only. The full stress-
energy tensor is used as the source of waves, without any need for splitting it into the
source and propagation terms or selecting an appropriate dynamic quantity for the anal-
ogy (acoustic pressure or density), since the waves are a purely geometric perturbation
of spacetime. Transition from the second-order tensor to scalar is done by the choice of
the Newtonian gauge, rather than a contraction of the stress-energy tensor in the source
term with double divergence.
Since Lighthill’s analogy and the derivation above assume a quiescent background fluid,
possible effects of the mean flow on sound propagation outside the source region, such as
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convection and refraction, have to be taken into account with appropriate background
metric replacing the metric ηαβ from eq. (1.11). This was briefly discussed in section 1
and in more details in [13] and [14]. These effects cannot be retrieved from the analogy
with gravitation, since curvature of the background acoustic spacetime depends on the
state of the external steady flow, not mass itself. The acoustic analogy captures kine-
matics but not the dynamics of general relativity [37]. However, this does not imply that
the Einstein field equations with the source term cannot be used for capturing unsteady
changes of the acoustic spacetime [9], as demonstrated above. This is possible exactly
because sound generation in an incompressible flow is purely kinematic and the stress-
energy tensor reduces to the same form in both theories for non-relativistic velocities.
Non-relativistic velocities are also a prerequisite for the equivalence of general relativity
and the theory of gravitoelectromagnetism [25]. The acoustic analogy described here
can be seen as the scalar-field complement to the latter theory10.
Unlike gravitational waves, sound waves in fluids are longitudinal and can be generated
as well by monopole and dipole sources. Although they will be considered in more details
in sections 2.3 and 2.4, some results can be anticipated here. When T00 ∼ ρc20 (rather
than Tjk ∼ ρ0vjvk) dominates aeroacoustic sound generation, as in jets with combustion
or significant vapour condensation [30], acoustic power of the monopole source scales as
(ωL/c0)
4 ∼ (|~v|/c0)4, which is to be compared with squared eq. (2.59). As discussed
above, the factor (ωL/c0)
2 associated with the amplitude is due to acoustic waves being
longitudinal, as well as compressible and governed by the full Helmholtz equation, rather
than its spatial (incompressible) part only (see eq. (2.46) in section 2.3 and the discussion
which follows it). Acoustic power of a dipole source scales as (ωL/c0)
6 ∼ (|~v|/c0)6, which
can be compared with squared eq. (2.67)). In section 4.1 we will see that the same scaling
can also be obtained from the analogy with the vector theory of electromagnetism,
without referring to the more complicated second-order tensor theory of gravitation.
Nevertheless, amplitude of longitudinal sound waves will be shown to be smaller than
the amplitude of transverse electromagnetic waves by the same factor (ωL/c0)
2.
2.2 Acoustic binary
The results in the previous section suggested the analogy between rotating black holes
as sources of gravitational waves in general relativity and vorticity as an aeroacoustic
source of sound due to a pure instability in a fluid. It is well known that a single
isolated vortex does not produce sound [30]. It takes at least a vortex pair to constitute
a compact aeroacoustic quadrupole, such as a co-rotating vortex pair. With regard to
this, it is not surprising that one of the strongest (and thus most important) compact
sources of gravitational waves are star and black hole binaries [4, 32]. The previous
analysis, therefore, implies a strong similarity between sound generation by a co-rotating
vortex pair and gravitational wave generation by a black hole binary in the regime of
10The analogy becomes even more relevant in the context of the attempts to promote gravitoelectro-
magnetism to a full theory of gravitation alternative to general relativity [17].
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non-relativistic velocities, which will be inspected here. The results will also allow a
comparison of the generated wave forms, in addition to the power law derived earlier.
Metric perturbation due to a gravitational wave and gravitational strain are commonly
given in the transverse-traceless gauge. For an outgoing wave in the geometric far field
of a compact non-relativistic source, we can write from eq. (2.11)
h¯TTjk =
kG
4pirc40
d2
dt2
ITTjk (t− r/c0). (2.28)
We also used the fact that quadrupole moment and reduced quadrupole moment tensors
have the same transverse-traceless parts [26]. By definition [4],
ITTjk =
(
Pj
lPk
m − 1
2
PjkP
lm
)
Ilm, (2.29)
where the projection operator is given by
Pj
l = ηj
l − njnl (2.30)
and ni = xi/r. After comparing equations (2.28)-(2.30) with eq. (2.20), we see that the
two amplitudes are related by
|hreact00 |
c0
Ωr
=
2
5
(
ΩD
2c0
)2
|h¯TTjk |, (2.31)
where D is binary separation (distance between the two black holes) and Ω is the angular
frequency of their rotation. It is half of the frequency of the generated waves and for a
non-relativistic rotation it can be estimated from the third law of Kepler:
Ω =
√
GMtot
D3
, (2.32)
with Mtot total mass of the binary. For two black holes of equal mass, we can replace
Lc20 = GMtot from eq. (2.25) and obtain
Ω = c0
√
L
D3
. (2.33)
Equation (2.31) is in accordance with the result from the previous section, namely
|h00| ∼ (ωL/c0)2|h¯TTjk | for L ∼ D/2 and ω ∼ Ω, since hreact00 has been calculated in
the acoustic near field, so |h00| = |hreact00 |c0/(Ωr) to the lowest order (compare also
equations (2.11) and (2.13)). Hence, the acoustically relevant component of the metric
perturbation satisfies
|h00| = 2
5
(
ΩD
2c0
)2
|h¯TTjk |. (2.34)
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The acoustic pressure amplitude can then be expressed from eq. (1.40):
|p| = ρ0c
2
0
5
(
ΩD
2c0
)2
|h¯TTjk |. (2.35)
On the other hand, classical analytical solution for a co-rotating vortex pair [27] in three
dimensions gives
|p| = ρ0Γ
4
4pi3D3c20r
=
ρ0piD
5Ω4Γ
4c20r
, (2.36)
where Γ = piD2ΩΓ = 2piLU0 is circulation of each vortex and U0 is tangential speed at
the radius L from the centre of each vortex. Hence,
ΩΓ =
2LU0
D2
. (2.37)
The solution holds in the far field of acoustically compact vortices in an incompressible
flow (at low Mach number U0/c0). From equations (2.33) and (2.37) it follows
ΩΓ = 2Ω
U0
c0
√
L
D
(2.38)
and eq. (2.36) becomes
|p| = 4ρ0piD
3Ω4U40L
2
c60r
, (2.39)
Combining equations (2.35) and (2.39) gives
|h¯TTjk | =
80piDΩ2L2
c20r
(
U0
c0
)4
. (2.40)
Gravitational wave strain of a black hole binary in transverse-traceless gauge, h¯TTjk , is ob-
tained numerically using Einstein toolkit [7,24]. The case-study is a modified simulation
of the black hole merger GW150914 [8] which produced the first observed gravitational
waves [1]. Initial values of the key physical parameters of the merger are listed in Ta-
ble 2.1. The black holes have equal mass, which is 32.5 solar mass (M), and spin.
At the initial time t = 0 both black holes are located on the x-axis of the Cartesian
coordinate system, centred around the origin, and rotate clockwise in the plane z = 0
around the origin with U0/c0 = 0.385. Total mass of the binary is Mtot = 65M.
Open source Python package POWER [19] is used for the extraction of gravitational
wave strain at future null infinity, R[h(t)]. In doing so, the amplitude decay with the
distance from the source, 1/r in eq. (2.28), is replaced with 1/L. Therefore, in the future
null infinity the gravitational strain amplitude equals
|R[h(t)]| = r
L
|h¯TTjk | = 320pi
(
ΩD
2c0
)2(
L
D
)(
U0
c0
)4
= 80pi
(
L
D
)2(
U0
c0
)4
. (2.41)
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Table 2.1: Initial properties of the black hole binary.
parameter value
binary separation 10L
black hole mass 32.5M
black hole spin −0.385L2c30/(4G)
radial linear momentum −0.0008454Lc30/G
azimuthal linear momentum −0.0953Lc30/G
For example, at t = 0: D = 14L, U0/c0 = 0.385, and |R[h(t)]| = 0.028.
For comparison, Figure 1 (right) shows
R[h(t)] =
5|p|
γρ0c20
r
L
(
2c0
ΩD
)2
cos(2Ωt), (2.42)
which follows from eq. (2.35). We have replaced ρ0 with γρ0, as in eq. (1.42), which sets
static pressure as the maximum sound pressure in the theory, and γ = 1.4. Similarly, we
have replaced the black hole radius L with γL (L is vortex radius) in the acoustic solu-
tion, which follows from the relation between Schwarzschild radius and mass, eq. (2.25).
The strain on the left-hand side is obtained by means of numerical relativity and com-
pared with the analytical acoustic solution for the right-hand side given by eq. (2.39),
with the parameter values at t = 0.
Figure 1: Normalized pressure of an acoustic binary: (left) in the near field (right) at
infinity.
Amplitudes and frequencies of the two waves match very well in the initial part of the
waveforms (neglecting the numerical artefact at t = 0 in the numerical solution). Un-
determined phase of the analytical solution has been set arbitrarily. As the black holes
approach, their velocity and the frequency of rotation increase, so that the relativistic
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regime is reached just before the final merge, in which the considered linearized theory
necessarily breaks. The entire waveform of the numerical solution can still be qualita-
tively compared with Figure 5 in [27], which represents the aeroacoustic source function
calculated using direct computation of the compressible Navier-Stokes equations. Fig-
ure 1 (left) shows in addition the real value of Weyl scalar Ψ4 close to the source, which
is (like the gravitational wave strain) proportional to the pressure, at t = 1350.27γL/c0.
The diagram can be visually compared with Figure 6 in [27] and both demonstrate the
radiation pattern of a rotating quadrupole.
The obtained results show that the analogy between acoustics and general relativity is
not only capable of capturing appropriate scaling low for the power of a quadrupole
source, but also the exact amplitude of the generated waves. Although the analogy
does not cover dynamics of the background spacetime, that is the sources of background
curvature and steady motion (which is reflected in the difference between ΩΓ and Ω
above) and some care is necessary for the correct interpretation of mass (multiplication
of density with heat capacity ratio), it is again confirmed that the analogy is applicable
for the kinematic sources of perturbation (waves) in incompressible fluids with constant
density. In other words, exclusion of dynamics does not mean that the analogy is useless
for studying sources of waves and that the Einstein equations cannot be applied for
acoustics by any means.
Due to the complexity of the relativistic problem, we had to refer to the numerical
simulations for calculation of wave amplitudes. The analytical solutions become much
simpler for monopole and dipole sources, which will be considered next. Although not
appearing in the theory of second-order tensor gravitational waves, these solutions are
important for two reasons. First, to demonstrate that the relativistic framework captures
(under the same conditions) equally well these acoustically relevant sources and, second,
to fix certain constants of the theory by comparison with the exact analytical solutions.
2.3 Pulsating sphere
Acoustic monopole has no counterpart in the theory of gravitation or electromagnetism.
Unlike longitudinal sound waves, transverse gravitational and electromagnetic waves
cannot be generated by pulsating spherical objects. This is because sound waves in
fluids are compressible and characterized by scalar potential. Therefore, it is of interest
to study how a monopole source appears in the relativistic analogy.
As a typical form of an ideal monopole source, we consider acoustically compact pulsating
sphere, for which the exact solution exists [6]. We start with eq. (2.5),
2h¯αβ = −2kG
c40
Tαβ = −2kG
c40
(T effαβ + tαβ), (2.43)
and solve it similarly as in [32]. We suppose simple oscillations of tαβ with angular
frequency ω and amplitude Sαβ:
tαβ = Sαβe
−jωt. (2.44)
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Since the source is compact, ωL/c0  1, where L is radius of the sphere. Outgoing wave
solution of eq. (2.43) in the far field has the form
h¯αβ =
Aαβ
r
e−jω(t−r/c0) (2.45)
with r denoting distance from the source. Thereby, we neglect any terms of order r−2
(the near-field terms). After removing the time dependence on both sides of eq. (2.43),
we obtain a second-order tensor form of the Helmholtz equation,
[(ω/c0)
2 +∇2]
(
Aαβ
r
ejωr/c0
)
= −2kG
c40
Sαβ. (2.46)
Next we integrate the left-hand side over the source region, which gives the following
terms: ∫
V
ω2
c20
Aαβ
r
ejωr/c0d3~y =
4piL2
3
ω2
c20
Aαβe
jωL/c0 =
4pi
3
(
ωL
c0
)2
Aαβ, (2.47)
where Aαβ is constant over the volume of the compact sphere, and∫
V
∇2
(
Aαβ
r
ejωr/c0
)
d3~y =
∮
S
~n · ∇
(
Aαβ
r
ejωr/c0
)
d2~y
= 4piL2
d
dr
(
Aαβ
r
ejωr/c0
)
r=L
= 4piL2
(
−Aαβ
r2
ejωr/c0 +
jω
c0
Aαβ
r
ejωr/c0
)
r=L
= −4piAαβ + j4pi
(
ωL
c0
)
Aαβ,
(2.48)
with ~n the unit vector normal to the surface of the sphere pointing outwards. We also
approximated ejωL/c0 ≈ 1.
The compressible acoustic waves must follow from the term in eq. (2.47), since the first
term on the left-hand side of eq. (2.46) cannot be negligible compared to the second one,
which produces the terms in eq. (2.48). Although much stronger for compact sources
(containing lower orders of ωL/c0), both terms in eq. (2.48) describe only transverse
waves at the leading order. In fact, the first of them, which dominates, is associated
with gravitational waves characterized by a second-order tensor. As already discussed in
section 1.2, the sub-leading longitudinal (scalar) component of the weak metric perturba-
tion is removed in the representation of gravitational waves by the choice of transverse-
traceless gauge. Much weaker acoustic waves are thereby left out as higher-order gauge
terms which do not necessarily satisfy even the Lorenz gauge condition. Consequently,
if the considered source oscillates spherically symmetric, it produces only longitudinal
waves and cannot radiate gravitational waves.
The leading non-acoustic term from equations (2.48) and (2.46) gives the following ex-
pression for the polarization tensor of gravitational waves:
Aαβ =
kG
2pic40
∫
V
Sαβd
3~y. (2.49)
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After comparing the term from eq. (2.47) with the leading term from eq. (2.48), it is clear
that the acoustic waves are weaker by the order (ωL/c0)
2 and only a small fraction of tαβ,
which is already a small fraction of Tαβ, actually generates the longitudinal waves. We
should also multiply the remaining factor of -1/3 with 2 in order to include also the sub-
leading contribution of the ∇2 term in eq. (2.46). Thus, we obtain for the acoustically
relevant polarization tensor
Aαβ = − kG
3pic40
(
ωL
c0
)2 ∫
V
Sαβd
3~y (2.50)
and from eq. (2.45):
h¯αβ = − kG
3pic40
(
ωL
c0
)2
ejωr/c0
r
∫
V
tαβd
3~y. (2.51)
This metric perturbation captures the longitudinal sound wave propagating in the acous-
tic spacetime which is generated by a compact (not necessarily monopole) source. We
emphasize again that it does not have to satisfy the condition h¯αβ,β = 0.
The physical mechanism of acoustic monopole radiation can be both unsteady mass
associated with the component 00 of the stress-energy tensor or time varying volume of
a pulsating sphere. However, the latter one is determined by an unsteady Schwarzschild
radius in eq. (2.25) and, indeed, mass injection in a compact source region comes down
to the kinematic effect of displacement of a volume fraction of the fluid [30]. The only
non-zero component h¯00 equals thus in both cases
11
h¯00 = − kG
3pic40
(
ωL
c0
)2
ejωr/c0
r
∫
V
t00d
3~y. (2.52)
We can now express the last integral in terms of perturbed radius L, replace it with∫
V
t00d
3~y = ρ0c
2
0
4
3
(L+ l¯e−jωt)3pi ≈ 4ρ0c20L2pil¯e−jωt, (2.53)
where l¯ L is amplitude of the oscillations around L, and obtain
h¯00 = −4kGρ0L
2
3c20
(
ωL
c0
)2
l¯
e−jω(t−r/c0)
r
. (2.54)
11This solution also follows from the Schwarzschild metric, which is the only spherically symmetric and
asymptotically (for r → ∞) flat solution of the Einstein field equations in vacuum. For linearized
eq. (2.43), the solution in Lorenz gauge for large r (in the far field) is h¯00 = kMG/(2pirc
2
0), h¯0j =
h¯jk = 0. The acoustic perturbation of mass, m = M −M eff, is associated with the volume integral
of t00 = (ρ−ρeff)c20 over the source region and must be scaled with the factor −2(ωL/c0)2/3 with the
same reasoning which lead to eq. (2.50). The obtained metric perturbation h¯αβ with the only non-
zero component h¯00 which varies with time does not satisfy the Lorenz gauge condition or describe
transverse waves, even at the leading order. It is purely acoustic.
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From eq. (2.24) we have
G =
3c20
8ρ0L2pi
(2.55)
and therefore
h¯00 = − k
2pi
(
ωL
c0
)2
l¯
e−jω(t−r/c0)
r
. (2.56)
Switching from h¯00 to h00, eq. (1.20) gives
h00 = h¯00 − 1
2
η00h¯
ν
ν = h¯00 +
1
2
ηµν h¯µν = h¯00 +
1
2
η00h¯00 =
1
2
h¯00 (2.57)
and h0j = 0. As expected for a monopole source, the metric perturbation is already in
the Newtonian gauge and from eq. (1.37) (or directly eq. (1.41)) radial component of
the particle velocity due to the incoming spherical sound wave equals
vrac =
k
8pi
c0
(
ωL
c0
)2
l¯
e−jω(t−r/c0)
r
. (2.58)
We again neglected the component ∼ 1/r2. The purely acoustic metric does not produce
transverse motion.
The classical solution for an acoustically compact (ωL/c0  1) pulsating sphere reads [6]
vrac = −c0
(
ωL
c0
)2
l¯
e−jω(t−r/c0)
r
. (2.59)
In order to match the two exact results, we should adopt k = −8pi. In general relativity
the dimensionless constant is k = 8pi. The opposite sign can be traced back to the
opposite signs in equations (2.49) and (2.50). A physical outcome is that mass acts as
an attracting source of gravity and (its unsteady component) as a repelling source in
acoustics.
In order to avoid confusion, it is worth emphasizing once again that the obtained re-
sult does not suggest the existence of longitudinal gravitational waves. The essential
difference between general relativity and analogue acoustics considered here is that the
latter theory does involve a preferred (Newtonian) frame, since the receiver does not
exist in the acoustic spacetime, but in “external” Newtonian universal space and time.
However, this does not preclude exploiting the analogy for calculations of metric per-
turbation, while leaving the choice of an appropriate frame for the final step of the
calculation of acoustic quantities. The same preferred frame will be used for capturing
the acoustic effects of solid boundaries, which also exist in the Newtonian space and
time.
2.4 Oscillating sphere
In this section we consider sound radiation of an acoustically compact sphere with fixed
radius L, which oscillates with velocity ~v = |~v|e−jωt and magnitude |~v|  c0. The
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derivation follows the one in section 2.3, except that the integral in eq. (2.53) is replaced
with (r, φ, and z are in this case cylindrical coordinates):∫
V
t0jd
3~y = ρ0c0vj
∫ L
0
rdr
∫ 2pi
0
dφ
∫ L
0
dz = ρ0c0L
3pivj, (2.60)
the other components, 00 and jk, being zero. We also used the fact that only half of
the translating sphere, with the scattering cross-sectional area L2pi, acts on the sur-
rounding fluid. Equation (2.51) gives then the only non-zero components of the metric
perturbation:
h¯0j = −kGρ0L
3
3c30
(
ωL
c0
)2
ejωr/c0
r
vj. (2.61)
It is interesting to note that the metric does satisfy the Lorenz gauge condition (h¯αβ,β =
h¯0j ,j = 0) to the lowest order of 1/r because the flow around the compact sphere is es-
sentially incompressible (vj ,j = 0). This already indicates that the compressible acoustic
component is subleading. Therefore, we introduce the transformation of coordinates:
ξ0 = −kGρ0L
3
3c30
(
ωL
c0
)2
ejωr/c0
r
vjx
j (2.62)
and
ξj = 0, (2.63)
which leaves only irrotational longitudinal motion. In this gauge equations (1.20) and
(1.16) with h¯νν = 0 give
hαβ = h¯αβ − ξα,β − ξβ,α (2.64)
and so:
h00 = h¯00 − ξ0,0 − ξ0,0 = − 2
c0
∂ξ0
∂t
= −j k
8pic0
(
ωL
c0
)3
ejωr/c0
r
vjx
j (2.65)
while h0j, hjk = 0 to the lowest order of ωL/c0 and 1/r. We have also replaced the
constant G from eq. (2.24),
G =
c20L/2
2M
=
3c20
16ρ0L2pi
, (2.66)
with the effective Schwarzschild radius L/2, since only one half of the sphere pushes the
fluid.
The metric perturbation is now in the Newtonian gauge and we can again use eq. (1.37)
to obtain at the lowest order
vrac =
kc0
16ωpi
(
ωL
c0
)3
|~v| cos(θ)e
−jω(t−r/c0)
r
, (2.67)
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where we also used the equality (vjx
j),r = (|~v| cos(θ)e−jωtxr),r = |~v| cos(θ)e−jωt in which
θ denotes angle between ~v and the position vector ~r. This matches the classical solu-
tion [6] for k = −8pi and thus confirms the value of k. Furthermore, it shows that the
analogy is capable of capturing dipole, as well as monopole and quadrupole sources.
In order to summarize the analogy which holds for low Mach number (non-relativistic)
flows and waves as a weak perturbation of the background spacetime, acoustic form of
the linearized Einstein equations reads
2h¯αβ =
16piG
c40
Tαβ, (2.68)
which holds under the Lorenz gauge condition in eq. (1.13). Particle motion due to the
longitudinal sound wave is determined by the component h00 of metric perturbation in
the Newtonian gauge, according to the geodesic equation (1.37).
Although the analogy holds for monopole and dipole sources, it is evident from the last
two subsections that the components Tjk and h¯jk are redundant in the theory which
excludes quadrupole sources of sound. Indeed, in section 4 we will use conceptually very
similar analogy to show that dipole radiation can be captured more easily using the
vector theory of electromagnetism, without referring to the more involved second-order
tensor theory of gravitation. Although charge takes over the role of mass, such analogy
is not surprising taking into account that well established gravitoelectromagnetism re-
lates the two theories under the same assumption of a non-relativistic regime, which is
considered here.
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3 Dark energy and energy of vacuum
Although not essential for acoustic calculations, it is interesting to note that the ap-
pearance of small but non-zero cosmological constant in general relativity (eq. (1.9))
can also be interpreted acoustically. At first this might be surprising, since we have
already stated that the acoustic analogy does not cover dynamics of the background
spacetime and cosmological constant is commonly associated with the energy of vacuum
(dark energy) responsible for the expansion of universe. In fact, it is a purely geometric
consequence of the finite size of the universe in the Big Bang cosmology [31].
At very low frequencies the wave operator in eq. (1.21) reduces to the Laplacian. The
approximation is justified in the acoustic near field of the source, when ωr/c0  1 and
r is distance from the source. Since we also assume r ' L with L size of the source,
the condition ωL/c0  1 implies slow motion of the source. The stress-energy tensor
component T 00 = ρc20 with slowly varying but unsteady density ρ dominates and we can
write
∇2h¯00 = −2kG
c20
ρ. (3.1)
Taking ρ as approximately constant, this is the equation of Newtonian gravity with
the gravitational potential −c20h¯00/4. Hence, Newton’s law of gravitation (as well as
Coulomb’s law in electromagnetism) for essentially motionless sources describes the anal-
ogous acoustic near field. In the Newtonian limit of general relativity the analogy at
very low frequencies includes even the dynamics, but not that of the background fluid,
since ρ 6= ρ0 (ρ ρ0) in the linearized theory.
The reason why cosmological constant is often associated with the energy of vacuum
(which should then wrongly correspond to ρ0) is that the Big Bang cosmology sets a
limit to the observable universe by imposing a finite value of its radius, which is around
RU = 4.4 · 1026 m. This automatically implies
∇2 ' (2pi/RU)2 = 2.04 · 10−52m−2 (3.2)
or, alternatively, the existence of an always present source with density ρΛ responsible
for the finite minimum value of the Laplacian. This is so-called dark energy responsible
for the accelerated expansion of the universe, which leads to Λ 6= 0 in eq. (1.9). In order
to show this, we shift the second term in eq. (1.9) to the right-hand side of the equation
to act as a source and obtain for its stress-energy tensor [32]
TαβΛ = −
Λc40
kG
ηαβ =

ρΛc
2
0 0 0 0
0 pΛ 0 0
0 0 pΛ 0
0 0 0 pΛ
 . (3.3)
For the last equality we used the general form of stress-energy tensor from eq. (2.3) with
~v = 0. The background metric is assumed to be Minkowski metric. Dark energy density
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ρΛ and pressure pΛ equal then
ρΛ = −pΛ
c20
=
Λc20
kG
. (3.4)
We emphasize that ρΛ does not follow in any way from the background value ρ0, which
is not covered by the acoustic analogy.
In cosmology Λ ≈ 1.1 · 10−52m−2 (and12 ρΛ ≈ 0.6 · 10−26kg/m3), which is quite close
to the result in eq. (3.2). Non-zero cosmological constant and dark energy are thus a
direct consequence of the finite size of the relativistic spacetime (not of dynamics of any
form of matter in it), which is not shared by its acoustic counterpart. Conveniently,
cosmological constant is usually set to zero in most of the relativistic calculations which
may be acoustically relevant, so this difference of the two spacetimes is rarely important.
Nevertheless, eq. (3.4) suggests that we could still use the cosmological constant
Λ = −kGγρ0
c20
(3.6)
in order to remove the non-physical steady Newtonian gravitational potential from acous-
tic calculations based on the relativistic analogy with incompressible flow in the source
region. We have also included γ from eq. (1.42), for the usual case when ρ0 denotes den-
sity of a perfect gas. Finally, the frequency associated with the radius RU , ω = 2pic0/RU ,
is the lowest frequency of the theory, at which analogue ρ of the compressible acous-
tic theory (and in eq. (3.1)) becomes ρ0, a phenomenon which has no counterpart in
acoustics in fluids, because the acoustic spacetime is unbounded.
The important outcome of this section is that the cosmological constant, which (like
Newtonian gravity) complies with the acoustic analogy, is not related to the mass-energy
of the background spacetime (vacuum), which is not covered by the analogy. In fact, the
fluid which makes the acoustic spacetime consists of the same particles (fluid molecules
exhibiting random motion) inside the source region of the supposed incompressible flow
and outside it, in the propagation zone or undisturbed fluid. Boundary between the part
of the medium in which sound is generated and in which it propagates is often fuzzy and
difficult to determine exactly. In general relativity the division between matter (mass-
energy) and pure vacuum appears to be clearer (equations (1.9) and (1.21)). However,
the model of vacuum consisting of “particles of spacetime” is completely in accordance
with the lattice theories of quantum gravity [31]. These elementary particles, not visible
by the classical field theory, give rise to the steady density of the background acoustic
spacetime, ρ0, on the micro-scale, as will be shown by means of the quantum analogy
in section 6. It is a local macro-scale disturbance of a large number of these particles
which appears as a moving matter and constitutes the source of metric perturbation.
12Replacing L = RU , and M = 4ρΛR
3
Upi/3 in eq. (2.24) gives
ρΛ =
3c20
8GR2Upi
≈ 0.8 · 10−27kg/m3. (3.5)
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4 Analogy with electromagnetism
So far we have seen how acoustic scalar field in a fluid can be extracted from the analogy
with the second-order tensor field of general relativity. The analogy based on acoustic
spacetime appeared to be useful for the treatment of quadrupole sources of sound, but
unnecessarily complicated for monopole fields of sources which can be defined in terms
of a single scalar and dipole fields of sources described with a vector. Therefore, it
is natural to establish another acoustic analogy with the covariant vector theory of
electromagnetism (which is also invariant under Lorentz transformations), at least for
dipole sources of sound. Since the analogy shall again be developed for non-relativistic
motion only, sound field appears as the scalar component in the broader acoustic-gravito-
electromagnetic theory.
Analogously to the metric tensor in gravitation, four-vector potential A¯µ = [V/c0, ~A]
takes the central place in the covariant formulation of classical electromagnetism. Since
classical electromagnetism is already a linearized theory, A¯µ is to be associated with
h¯µν from the linearized Einstein field equations (with flat background spacetime), rather
than more general gµν (or hµν), which is also indicated with the bar above the symbol A
(usually omitted in the literature on electromagnetism). Quantities V and ~A are scalar
and vector potential, respectively.
Analogy with fluid dynamics and classical acoustics can be most easily established by
writing the equation of motion of a charged particle in the electromagnetic field, which
is the Lorentz force law [16],
~f = −q∇V − q∂
~A
∂t
− q(∇× ~A)× ~v, (4.1)
where ~f is force per unit volume and q is charge density. This is very similar to Crocco’s
form of the momentum equation in fluid dynamics [30] in the non-relativistic limit |~v| 
c0 of an essentially incompressible fluid,
~f = ρ0∇B + ρ0∂~v
∂t
+ ρ0(∇× ~v)× ~v, (4.2)
where B is total enthalpy. This indicates the following substitution of physical quantities:
V → B, ~A → ~v, hence, A¯µ = [V/c0, ~A] → [B/c0, ~v], and −q → ρ0 representing fluid
rather than charge density. In the background fluid is motionless, small perturbation of
enthalpy can be expressed in terms of pressure as B = p/ρ0 and for a homentropic flow
as in classical acoustics p = ρc20. Using the given substitutions, we can also introduce
the electric field
~E = −∇V − ∂
~A
∂t
→ −∇B − ∂~v
∂t
(4.3)
and magnetic field
~B = ∇× ~A→ ∇× ~v = ~ω, (4.4)
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with ~ω denoting the vorticity vector. Since acoustic field in a fluid is irrotational (~ω =
0 ⇒ ~B = 0), we see that it is associated with the analogue electric field and, as in
the analogy with general relativity (eq. (1.37)), over the kinematic quantity – particle
acceleration. Expressed in terms of the two introduced fields, eq. (4.1) reads
~f = q ~E − q ~B × ~v. (4.5)
The two Maxwell’s equations which do not involve currents as sources are automatically
satisfied:
∇× ~E + ∂
~B
∂t
= 0 (4.6)
and
∇ · ~B = 0. (4.7)
The remaining two Maxwell’s equations are obtained under the Lorenz gauge condition,
A¯α,α = 0 (4.8)
or equivalently
1
c20
∂V
∂t
+∇ · ~A = 0. (4.9)
They read
∇ · ~E = −∇2V + 1
c20
∂2V
∂t2
= −2V = 1
0
J0
c0
(4.10)
and
∇× ~B − 1
c20
∂ ~E
∂t
= ∇× (∇× ~A)−∇(∇ · ~A) + 1
c20
∂2 ~A
∂t2
= −∇2 ~A+ 1
c20
∂2 ~A
∂t2
= −2 ~A = µ0 ~J,
(4.11)
where Jα = [J0, ~J ] = [qc0, q~v]→ [−ρ0c0,−ρ0~v] is four-current satisfying the conservation
of charge
Jα,α = 0 (4.12)
and c200µ0 = 1. The two equations can be merged into a single four-vector wave equation
2A¯µ = −µ0Jµ, (4.13)
which again shows that the theory is linear.
By comparing the last equation with eq. (1.21), we see that the constant on the right
hand side is substituted as µ0 → 2kKG/c20 with the unit m/kg (K is a dimensionless
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constant to be determined later in section 4.2). The stress-energy tensor from eq. (2.4)
obtains the following analogous form in nearly flat spacetime:
T µν =

−c0J0 −c0J1 −c0J2 −c0J3
−c0J1 T 11 T 12 T 13
−c0J2 T 12 T 22 T 23
−c0J3 T 13 T 23 T 33
 , (4.14)
while the metric perturbation in Lorenz gauge can be written as
h¯µν =

−A¯0/c0 −A¯1/c0 −A¯2/c0 −A¯3/c0
−A¯1/c0 h¯11 h¯12 h¯13
−A¯2/c0 h¯12 h¯22 h¯23
−A¯3/c0 h¯13 h¯23 h¯33
 (4.15)
with A¯µ/c0 → −h¯0µ. In other words, A¯µ is related to the components in the first
row/column of h¯µν and the current Jµ is related to the first row/column of T µν . This
determines how their components transform with the change of coordinates xµ → xµ+ξµ.
According to eq. (1.16),
Aα → Aα − ξα,0 − ξ0,α, (4.16)
We also notice that with B = ρc20/ρ0, A¯
µ → [ρc0/ρ0, ~v], so for a weak acoustic perturba-
tion |A¯µ|/c0  1 holds, which is analogous to |h¯µν |  1 in linearized general relativity.
For completeness we also introduce the electromagnetic tensor
Fαβ = A¯β,α − A¯α,β. (4.17)
Its components are
Fαβ =

0 E1/c0 E
2/c0 E
3/c0
−E1/c0 0 B3 −B2
−E2/c0 −B3 0 B1
−E3/c0 B2 −B1 0
 , (4.18)
or after lowering the indices
Fαβ = ηαµF
µνηνβ =

0 −E1/c0 −E2/c0 −E3/c0
E1/c0 0 B
3 −B2
E2/c0 −B3 0 B1
E3/c0 B
2 −B1 0
 . (4.19)
Therefore, relations between the components of the electromagnetic tensor and electric
and magnetic fields are
Ei = c0F
i0 (4.20)
and
Bi =
1
2
ijkF
jk, (4.21)
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where ijk is the Levi-Civita symbol in three dimensions. Taking the divergence of
eq. (4.17) and using equations (4.8) and (4.13) gives
Fαβ
,β = A¯β,α
,β − A¯α,β,β = −2A¯α = µ0Jα. (4.22)
Next we notice that eq. (4.5) is the spatial part of the equation of motion in covariant
form,
ρ0
dUα
dτ
= qηαβFβµU
µ, (4.23)
which is relevant for slowly moving particles. With q → −ρ0, it can be directly compared
with eq. (1.33). In the lowest-order approximation we obtain
dUα
dτ
= −ηαβFβ0 = ηαβ(A¯β,0 − A¯0,β). (4.24)
As expected, the acoustic motion depends only on the first column of Fαβ and the electric
field.
The three-dimensional acceleration of a non-relativistic particle (τ ≈ t) can be expressed
as
d2xk
dt2
= c0η
kl(A¯l,0 − A¯0,l). (4.25)
Since A¯α takes the role of h¯0α, according to eq. (4.15), we should next transform A¯α to
Aα, as we did with h¯αβ in section 2. Using −A0 = −A¯0 + A¯0/2 ⇒ A0 = A¯0/2, which
follows from eq. (1.20) (the trace being equal to A¯0) and Al = A¯l, we obtain
d2xk
dt2
= c0η
kl(Al,0 − 2A0,l). (4.26)
This can be compared with eq. (1.36). It is clear that −(Al,0 − 2A0,l)/c0 acts the same
as (hl0,0 + h0l,0 − h00,l)/2. Finally, for expressing the acoustic component we need a
gauge in which vorticity and transverse motion are suppressed, which corresponds to
the Newtonian gauge. For example, if |Al|  |A0|,
d2xk
dt2
= −2c0A,k0 (4.27)
and the particle motion due to the longitudinal sound wave is expressed with a single
scalar, A0. This completes the description of sound waves in the analogy with electro-
magnetism and we can switch to the analysis of sources of sound.
4.1 Aeroacoustic dipole
We first derive the scaling law for power of an aeroacoustic dipole in a very similar way
as for the quadrupole in section 2.1, but using the established analogy with covariant
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electromagnetism. For an isolated source in free space, represented by the current Jα =
Jeffα + jα, solution of the equation
2A¯α = −µ0(Jeffα + jα) (4.28)
reads
A¯α =
µ0
4pi
∫
[Jeffα + jα](t−R/c0)
R
d3~y (4.29)
with R and  (and several other quantities appearing in the following) defined as in
section 2.1. For a compact source with the characteristic length scale L  c0/ω (or,
equivalently, |~v|  c0 for the non-relativistic source) and far geometric field, R L,
A¯α =
µ0
4pir
∫
[Jeffα + jα](t−r/c0)d
3~y. (4.30)
From eq. (4.12)
d
dt
dj =
1
c0
d
dt
∫
(Jeff0 + j0)xjd
3~x =
∫
(Jeffj + jj)d
3~x (4.31)
with the introduced dipole moment
dj =
1
c0
∫
(Jeff0 + j0)xjd
3~x. (4.32)
Spatial part of the solution can then be expressed as
A¯j =
µ0
4pir
d
dt
dj(t− r/c0). (4.33)
Expansion in powers of r for ωr/c0  1 in acoustic near field gives
A¯j(t− r/c0) = A¯j(t)− r/c0
1!
d
dt
A¯j(t)+
(r/c0)
2
2!
d2
dt2
A¯j(t)− (r/c0)
3
3!
d3
dt3
A¯j(t)+ ... (4.34)
Leaving only the terms with  = 1 for an outgoing wave, we obtain spatial components
of the radiation reaction potential
A¯reactj = −
µ0
4pic0
d2
dt2
dj(t)− µ0
24pic30
r2
d4
dt4
dj(t) + ... (4.35)
Using the Lorenz gauge condition, eq. (4.8), from which it follows
A¯0,0 = −A¯0,0 = A¯j ,j = A¯j,j, (4.36)
we obtain the remaining component
A¯react0 = −
µ0
8pic20
xj
d3
dt3
dj(t)− µ0
96pic40
r2xj
d5
dt5
dj(t) + ... (4.37)
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After the transformation A0 = A¯0/2 and Al = A¯l (as determined above),
Areact0 = −
µ0
16pic20
xj
d3
dt3
dj(t)− µ0
192pic40
r2xj
d5
dt5
dj(t) + ... (4.38)
and Areactj = A¯
react
j .
Next we notice [22] that (unlike h¯react0j in eq. (2.16)) A¯
react
j does not contain the coordinates
explicitly. Therefore, the magnetic field must be zero according to eq. (4.4) and these
components already describe acoustic radiation, without further change of coordinates,
even though Areactj is of lower order than A
react
0 and dominant for a compact source. After
replacing q → −ρ0 and ~f = ρ0d~v/dt, the equation of motion (eq. (4.1)) of a particle due
to the incoming wave reads
d~v
dt
= − ~E = ∂
~A
∂t
, (4.39)
where we also used eq. (4.3) and the fact that V/c0  | ~A|. The force ~f is called
Abraham–Lorentz, radiation damping, or Lorentz frictional force [22].
Scaling law for the dipole source can now be derived easily. According to equations (4.32)
and (4.38), dj ∼ qL4 and Areact0 ∼ µ0qω3L5/c20, respectively, which together with
eq. (4.39) gives
|~vac| ∼ kKc0
(
ωL
c0
)3
, (4.40)
where we again replaced q with −ρ0, µ0 with 2kKG/c20, and for G we used eq. (2.66).
Such scaling agrees with the result already obtained for a compact oscillating sphere
as an archetypal acoustic dipole, eq. (2.67), since r ∼ L in the acoustic near field and
therefore rω ∼ |~v|. After replacing ωL ∼ |~v| and neglecting the dependence on kK, the
intensity scales as
|~I| ∼ ρ0c0|~vac|2 ∼ ρ0c30
( |~v|
c0
)6
, (4.41)
and we have obtained the 6th-power law for the aeroacoustic dipole, the same result as
in section 2 which was obtained using the analogy with general relativity. In principle,
it could be derived by using the stress-energy tensor from eq. (4.14) in the linearized
Einstein equations and following the procedure in section 2.4.
Like the linearized Einstein field equations, Maxwell equations can be used (more effi-
ciently) for acoustic calculations involving dipole sources in incompressible flows. Sim-
ilarly as in section 2.1, we did not need to divide the conserved current Jα into sound
generation and propagation terms, since the waves are described by the four-vector po-
tential on the left-hand side of eq. (4.13) and the full current vector is treated as the
source. Usual contraction of the source vector with divergence is replaced by the time
derivative in eq. (4.31), which also makes longitudinal acoustic waves much weaker than
transverse electromagnetic waves for compact sources. Indeed, eq. (4.33) implies that
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the amplitude of the transverse waves scales as (with µ0 ∼ kK/(ρ0L2), dj ∼ ρ0L4, r ∼ L,
and d/dt ∼ ω)
|~v| ∼ |A¯j| ∼ kKc0
(
ωL
c0
)
, (4.42)
which is larger than the amplitude in eq. (4.40) by the factor (ωL/c0)
2, the same as
in equations (2.26) and (2.27). The difference is again due to the sound waves being
longitudinal and satisfying Helmholtz rather than Laplace equation, as will be shown in
the next section.
Lastly, it should be noted that, unlike quadrupole radiation, acoustic dipole sources do
not appear in an unbounded fluid alone. A usual mechanism of aeroacoustic dipole ra-
diation is reduction of a quadrupole source (typically turbulent flow), which was treated
in section 2.1, at an acoustically compact solid body with a rigid surface. The free-space
quadrupole has to satisfy the hard-wall boundary condition at the rigid surface which
turns it into dipole. Therefore, unlike the theories of general relativity and electromag-
netism, acoustic theory provides a direct relation between analogue sources of the two
types, represented by the stress-energy tensor and current. This relation is the topic of
section 4.3.
4.2 Pulsating and oscillating sphere
The exact solutions for compact pulsating and oscillating spheres can be obtained with
the same procedure as in sections 2.3 and 2.4, after replacing h¯α0 with −A¯α/c0 and
T effα0 + tα0 with −c0(Jeffα + jα), which follows from equations (4.14) and (4.15), while
h¯jk = 0, T
eff
jk + tjk = 0, and 2kG/c
2
0 is replaced with µ0. However, it is more efficient
to mimic the procedure in the electromagnetic analogy, without referring to the second-
order tensors. We solve eq. (4.28) in frequency domain by supposing compact source,
current of the form
jα = Sαe
−jωt, (4.43)
and spherical wave in the far field
A¯α =
Cα
r
e−jω(t−r/c0). (4.44)
After cancelling the time-dependence term on both sides of the equation, we obtain
vector form of the Helmholtz equation,
[(ω/c0)
2 +∇2]
(
Cα
r
ejωr/c0
)
= −µ0Sα. (4.45)
Integration over the source region leaves three terms on the left-hand side of the equation:∫
V
ω2
c20
Cα
r
ejωr/c0d3~y =
4pi
3
(
ωL
c0
)2
Cα, (4.46)
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where Cα is constant within the compact source region with radius L, and∫
V
∇2
(
Cα
r
ejωr/c0
)
d3~y = −4piCα + j4pi
(
ωL
c0
)
Cα. (4.47)
We again associate the first term, eq. (4.46), with acoustic waves. Hence, the leading-
order solution
Cα =
µ0
4pi
∫
V
Sαd
3~y (4.48)
should be multiplied with the factor −(2/3)(ωL/c0)2 in order to obtain the acoustically
relevant
Cα = −µ0
6pi
(
ωL
c0
)2 ∫
V
Sαd
3~y (4.49)
and from eq. (4.44)
A¯α = −µ0
6pi
(
ωL
c0
)2
ejωr/c0
r
∫
V
jαd
3~y. (4.50)
This four-vector potential is of sub-leading order and does not have to satisfy the Lorenz
gauge condition, eq. (4.8).
For a pulsating sphere we replace∫
V
j0d
3~y = −ρ0c0 4
3
(L+ l¯e−jωt)3pi ≈ −4ρ0c0L2pil¯e−jωt (4.51)
and the only non-zero component of A¯α is
A¯0 =
2µ0ρ0c0L
2
3
(
ωL
c0
)2
l¯
e−jω(t−r/c0)
r
. (4.52)
Substituting µ0 with 2kKG/c
2
0 and G with 3c
2
0/(8ρ0L
2pi) gives µ0 = 3kK/(4ρ0L
2pi) and
A¯0 =
kKc0
2pi
(
ωL
c0
)2
l¯
e−jω(t−r/c0)
r
. (4.53)
Switching to
A0 =
A¯0
2
=
kKc0
4pi
(
ωL
c0
)2
l¯
e−jω(t−r/c0)
r
(4.54)
and using eq. (4.27) gives
vrac =
kK
2pi
c0
(
ωL
c0
)2
l¯
e−jω(t−r/c0)
r
. (4.55)
This matches the result in eq. (2.58) for K = 1/4.
For a compact sphere oscillating with velocity ~v,∫
V
jjd
3~y = −ρ0vj
∫ L
0
rdr
∫ 2pi
0
dφ
∫ L
0
dz = −ρ0L3pivj (4.56)
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and
A¯j =
µ0ρ0L
3
6
(
ωL
c0
)2
ejωr/c0
r
vj, (4.57)
while A¯0 = 0. The Lorenz gauge condition is satisfied for the essentially incompressible
flow around the sphere (vj ,j = 0). Acoustic component is of higher order and we have
to introduce the change of coordinates:
ξ0 =
µ0ρ0L
3
6c0
(
ωL
c0
)2
ejωr/c0
r
vjx
j (4.58)
and
ξj = 0. (4.59)
In this gauge, according to eq. (4.16) (Aµ = A¯µ, since A¯0 representing the trace h¯
µ
µ
equals zero),
A0 = A¯0 − ξ0,0 − ξ0,0 = − 2
c0
∂ξ0
∂t
= j
kK
8pic0
(
ωL
c0
)3
ejωr/c0
r
vjx
j, (4.60)
and Aj = 0 to the lowest order of ωL/c0 and 1/r. We also replaced µ0 = 3kK/(8ρ0L
2pi)
since, as in section 2.4, G (which is proportional to L/2) takes half of the value for a
pulsating sphere. Finally, we use eq. (4.27) to obtain at the leading order
vrac =
kKc0
4ωpi
(
ωL
c0
)3
|~v| cos(θ)e
−jω(t−r/c0)
r
, (4.61)
which is equal to eq. (2.67) for K = 1/4, confirming the value of K.
In conclusion, the analogy between acoustics and covariant theory of electromagnetism
is governed by Maxwell’s equations in the form
2A¯µ =
4piG
c20
Jµ (4.62)
with q → −ρ0 in the current and the Lorenz gauge condition in eq. (4.8). It holds
for a low Mach number flow in the source region. Particle motion due to an incoming
longitudinal sound wave is described by the component A0 in the frame in which the
magnetic field vanishes, according to eq. (4.27). As expected, we do not need the second-
order tensors in order to treat monopole and dipole radiation, which are covered by the
electromagnetic analogy. In fact, if a monopole source is dominant, the components A¯j
and Jj are redundant, and we can work with usual scalar acoustic theory.
4.3 Relation between analogue energy and charge
Analogy between acoustic quadrupole source in an incompressible fluid and non-relativistic
stress-energy tensor, which was observed in section 2, as well as between acoustic dipole
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and non-relativistic four-current, which is established in this section, invokes a relation
between analogue sources of electromagnetism and gravity. In particular, the well stud-
ied mechanism of reduction of an aeroacoustic quadrupole (vorticity or turbulence) to
dipole (unsteady force) at a compact foreign body in the flow implies a common origin
of energy and charge appearing in the analogue sources. It is also the only mechanism
of dipole sound generation in a fluid without external forces.
In order to relate aeroacoustic quadrupole and dipole radiation, we follow Ffowcs Williams
and Hawkings [11] and multiply eq. (2.1) in a flat background acoustic spacetime with
Heaviside step function H(f):
HTαβ,β = (HT
αβ),β − TαβH,β = 0, (4.63)
with f(t, ~x) an arbitrary smooth function of both space and time satisfying f(t, ~x) = 0
at the supposed boundary of spacetime13, f(t, ~x) < 0 outside spacetime, and f(t, ~x) > 0
inside spacetime. In this way, eq. (4.63) holds even beyond the boundary of spacetime,
where we formally extended the validity of the conservation laws. If the boundary moves
with velocity ~u, then ∂H/∂t+~u ·∇H = 0. Note that |~u|  c0 and this expression is not
Lorentz invariant. Like acoustic receivers before, spacelike boundaries of the acoustic
spacetime necessarily break the Lorentz invariance and introduce a preferred frame.
The covariant vector defined on the boundary which is normal to all vectors tangent
to it has the components [1, 0, 0, 0] in this frame. We also note that in this frame
∇H = ∇fδ(f) = |∇f |δ(f)~n, where ~n is unit vector normal to the boundary pointing
into the space and δ denotes Dirac delta function.
The first of the two terms in eq. (4.63), (HTαβ),β, describes the quadrupole source
outside the boundary (in free space), where H = 1. In contrast to it, the second term
with H,β = [−~u · ∇H/c0,∇H] is non-zero only at the boundary. Integrating it over ~x
(extended beyond the boundary of space) gives
−
∫
TαβH,βd
3~x = −
∫
(TαjH,j + T
α0H,0)d
3~x
= −
∫
(Tαj − Tα0uj/c0)|∇f |δ(f)njd3~x
= −
∫
S
(Tαj − Tα0uj/c0)njd2~x,
(4.64)
where the last integral is over the boundary. Therefore, a source attached to the bound-
ary adds to the free space quadrupole, HTαβ, and it has the form of the four-vector
current (compare with eq. (4.14))
Jα = Tαjnj/c0 − Tα0ujnj/c20. (4.65)
After inserting the values T 00 = ρ0c
2
0, T
0j = ρ0c0v
j, and T kj = ρ0v
kvj + pδkj from
13In general, a control surface does not have to coincide with the surface of the foreign solid body which
bounds the space, but it usually does.
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eq. (2.4), which holds for an incompressible flow at the boundary (surface of an acous-
tically compact body), we obtain
Jα = [ρ0(v
j − uj)nj, ρ0(vj − uj)vknj/c0 + pδjknj/c0]
= [ρ0(~v − ~u) · ~n, ρ0(~v − ~u)~v · ~n/c0 + p~n/c0].
(4.66)
The components of this vector correspond to the boundary source terms in the Ffowcs
Williams and Hawkings equation [11, 30]. To make it more evident, four-dimensional
divergence14 of Jα equals
Jα,α =
∂
∂t
(ρ0(~v − ~u) · ~n/c0) +∇ · (ρ0~v(~v − ~u) · ~n/c0 + p~n/c0) . (4.67)
The first term represents the monopole source responsible for thickness noise, while the
second term is dipole, a consequence of unsteady lifting force acting on the boundary,
which is responsible for loading noise.
The current in equations (4.65) and (4.66) is conserved only when
Jα,α = J
0
,0 + J
k
,k
= (ρ0v
jnj − ρ0ujnj),0 + (ρ0(vjnj − ujnj)vk/c0 + pδkjnj/c0),k = 0.
(4.68)
The equality holds, for example, when the boundary is rigid (impenetrable, such that
~u · ~n = ~v · ~n), sufficiently flat at the length scale of vorticity (∇ · ~n = 0), and motionless
in the given frame (∇p · ~n = 0). Under these conditions the current reduces to
Jα = [0, p~n/c0], (4.69)
which is usually the dominant source of loading noise in turbulent flows [30]. The
remaining part of the current in eq. (4.65), which is not conserved, is still acoustically
relevant. However, it is of higher order (the term ρ0(~v − ~u)~v · n/c0 in eq. (4.66)) or
responsible for monopole radiation (the component J0 = ρ0(~v − ~u) · ~n, as will be shown
shortly) and therefore not appearing in electromagnetism.
In a similar manner as above we can inspect how a dipole source characterized by a
current Jα reduces at a boundary to a monopole. First we expand
HJα,α = (HJ
α),α − JαH,α = 0. (4.70)
The source term which is non-zero only at the boundary is
−
∫
JαH,αd
3~x = −
∫
(J0H,0 + J
jH,j)d
3~x
= −
∫
(−J0uj/c0 + J j)|∇f |δ(f)njd3~x
= −
∫
S
(−J0uj/c0 + J j)njd2~x.
(4.71)
14As already discussed, divergence is in the spacetime analogy replaced by the time derivative of
eq. (4.31) in the same way as the double divergence in Lighthill’s analogy is replaced by the second-
order time derivative in eq. (2.8)
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The monopole source at the boundary is therefore given by
−J0ujnj/c0 + J jnj = q(vj − uj)nj = q(~v − ~u) · ~n→ −ρ0(~v − ~u) · ~n. (4.72)
If the boundary is rigid, monopole radiation does not take place. Otherwise, it has
the same form as J0 in eq. (4.66), which implies that this component of the current
is responsible for monopole radiation (and it alone does not satisfy the conservation
equation Jα,α = 0).
The acoustic analogy with the vector theory of electromagnetism is suitable for describing
aeroacoustic dipole sources at boundaries of acoustically compact bodies in unsteady
flows even though they originate from quadrupole sources. The analogue mass-energy
hitting the boundary induces analogue charge and the body appears as a compact charge.
If the boundary is not rigid, the quadrupole can reduce further to monopole, which is
more naturally described using a scalar theory. While free-space currents are related to
the stress-energy tensor via Jα = −Tα0/c0 (eq. (4.14)), boundary currents originating
from quadrupole sources have the form Jα = Tαjnj/c0 − Tα0ujnj/c20. At the leading
order, the aeroacoustic monopole is given by the unsteady mass ρ0(~v− ~u) ·~n/c0 and the
dipole by the current Jα = [0, p~n/c0].
Continuing the discussion in section 3, we can conclude that, if we exclude external forces,
the fluid particles which build the acoustic spacetime also make acoustic charge in the
presence of solid bodies. For a charge entirely analogous to the one in electromagnetism,
the body should be rigid and acoustically compact, but also larger than the characteristic
length scale of the incompressible turbulent flow acting on the body. Origin of the
analogue mass-energy thus remains at the smallest length scale of a complete theory
and can be considered only after a quantum analogy has been introduced.
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5 Summary of the classical analogies
Before switching to the acoustic analogy with quantum fields, it is worthwhile to sum-
marize the key postulates of the two analogies with classical field theories developed so
far. They are both valid for non-relativistic velocities of essentially incompressible flows.
Aeroacoustic quadrupole radiation is most naturally captured by the weak metric per-
turbation tensor h¯αβ, which at the lowest order satisfies the linearized Einstein field
equations
2h¯αβ = −2kG
c40
Tαβ (5.1)
under the Lorenz gauge condition
h¯αβ,β = 0. (5.2)
The symmetric stress-energy tensor Tαβ appears as the source and satisfies the conser-
vation laws, which in the flat background spacetime read
Tαβ,β = 0. (5.3)
Equation of a particle motion due to the weak metric perturbation reads
dUα
dτ
= −c0Γα00 = −c0
2
ηαβ(hβ0,0 + h0β,0 − h00,β). (5.4)
Classical acoustic acceleration is given by its three-dimensional form
d2xk
dt2
=
c20
2
h,k00, (5.5)
where
hαβ = h¯αβ − 1
2
ηαβh¯
ν
ν − ξα,β − ξβ,α (5.6)
and the transformation of coordinates xα → xα + ξα is performed such that the Newto-
nian gauge is obtained. Acoustically relevant part of hαβ is of sub-leading order and the
associated part of h¯αβ does not have to satisfy eq. (5.2).
In section 2.1 we learned that a compact quadrupole source is given by∫
Tjkd
3~x =
1
2c20
d2
dt2
∫
T00xjxkd
3~x =
1
2
d2
dt2
Ijk, (5.7)
where Ijk is quadrupole moment tensor. According to the analogy, energy density is
replaced with fluid density (multiplied with γ) and c0 denotes the reference speed of
sound.
Radiation of an acoustic dipole is similarly described with the four-vector A¯α satisfying
Maxwell’s equations
2A¯α = −µ0Jα, (5.8)
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and the Lorenz gauge condition
A¯α,α = 0, (5.9)
with the source current satisfying the conservation of charge
Jα,α = 0. (5.10)
Equation of motion is
dUα
dτ
= −ηαβFβ0 = ηαβ(A¯β,0 − A¯0,β) (5.11)
and the acoustic acceleration equals
d2xk
dt2
= −2c0A,k0 , (5.12)
where
Aα = A¯α +
1
2
ηα0A¯
0 − ξα,0 − ξ0,α (5.13)
and the transformation of coordinates provides a vorticity-free gauge (with vanishing
magnetic field) in which Aµ is of sub-leading order, as well as the associated part of A¯α,
which does not have to satisfy eq. (5.9).
In section 4.1 we saw that a compact dipole source is given by∫
Jjd
3~x =
1
c0
d
dt
∫
J0xjd
3~x =
d
dt
dj, (5.14)
where dj is dipole moment. According to the analogy, q → −ρ0 and the electromagnetic
and relativistic quantities from above are related as: A¯α → −c0h¯α0, Jα → −Tα0/c0,
and µ0 → kG/(2c20). We also saw in section 4.3 that a quadrupole source given by
Tαβ reduces to a dipole given by the current Jα → [0, p~n/c0] at a rigid boundary of an
acoustically compact body. The compact dipole source can then be modelled as the free
space source
1
c0
∫
pnjd
3~x =
d
dt
dj. (5.15)
Finally, acoustic monopole radiation can be described with a dimensionless scalar χ¯ 1
satisfying the scalar wave equation (in the linearized theory)
2χ¯ = −Ψρ, (5.16)
where ρ represents the source with unsteady density and Ψ is a constant with the unit
m/kg. By comparison with eq. (5.1) it equals 2kG/c20. From eq. (3.1) (which holds only
in the acoustic near field of the source) it follows that at very low frequencies χ¯ = h¯00
(and χ¯ = 2χ = 2h00 with hαβ in the Newtonian gauge) and ρ = T 00/c20, in which
case ρ → ρ0. However, ρ0 does not correspond to the density of the background fluid,
because the acoustic spacetime is unbounded, with the lowest frequency ω → 0, while
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the relativistic spacetime is finite, with very small but finite minimum frequency (see
section 3). For monopole radiation, density must be unsteady due to either unsteady
mass or volume (in the presence of solid boundaries). The associated particle velocity
is then from eq. (5.5)
d2xk
dt2
=
c20
2
χ,k. (5.17)
For a non-relativistic particle, this can be seen as the spatial part of
dUα
dτ
=
c0
2
ηαβχ,β, (5.18)
which agrees with eq. (5.4). A compact monopole source is given simply by the mass∫
ρd3~x = m. (5.19)
In section 4.3 we saw how an aeroacoustic quadrupole can reduce to a monopole given
by ρ0(~v − ~u) · ~n/c0 at a non-rigid boundary of an acoustically compact body. Such a
compact monopole can thus be modelled as the free-space source∫
ρ0(~v − ~u) · ~n/c0d3~x = m. (5.20)
Combining equations (5.7), (5.15), and (5.20) and replacing A¯α with −c0h¯α0, χ¯ with h¯00,
µ0 with kG/(2c
2
0), and Ψ with 2kG/c
2
0, we can list the aeroacoustic sources of metric
perturbation of the acoustic spacetime involving unsteady incompressible flow:
−2kG
c20
m = −2kG
c40
∫
ρ0c0(~v − ~u) · ~nd3~x, (5.21)
kG
2c30
d
dt
dj =
kG
2c40
∫
pnjd
3~x, (5.22)
and
−2kG
c40
1
2
d2
dt2
Ijk = −2kG
c40
∫
Tjkd
3~x. (5.23)
For example, in the far field of a compact source the generated outgoing waves produce
h¯00 = χ¯ =
kG
2pirc40
∫
(ρ0c0(~v − ~u) · ~n)(t−r/c0) d3~x, (5.24)
h¯j0 = −A¯j
c0
= − kG
8pirc40
∫
(pnj)(t−r/c0) d
3~x, (5.25)
and
h¯jk =
kG
2pirc40
∫
(Tjk)(t−r/c0) d
3~x. (5.26)
The first is contribution of the monopole due to unsteady fluid displacement by a body
in the flow, the second contribution is of the dipole caused by the loading force acting
on the body, and the third one is Lighthill’s inviscid quadrupole. All terms can be
associated with the sources in the inviscid and adiabatic Ffowcs Williams and Hawkings
equation.
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6 Analogue quantum fields
Although not necessary for usual calculations of macroscopic quantities, acoustic analogy
with quantum field theory will be studied in this section for several reasons. Firstly, it
introduces an alternative formalism and a new insight to the analogue theory, especially
with regard to the role of mass in it. Secondly, it allows parallels to be made (in
the sense of analogy and without assertion of a deeper physical cause) between many
concepts of quantum physics and their less abstract counterparts in acoustics, which are
rarely acknowledged. Thirdly, it places acoustics closer not only to modern classical,
but quantum theories, as well. Lastly, the obtained theory at the microscopic scale is
complementary to the macroscopic theory developed so far and allows formulation of
the unified acoustic theory, which will be discussed in section 7.
Both classical [22] and quantum field theories [33] can be formulated in terms of Lorentz-
invariant Lagrangians (or Hamiltonians) and the principle of least action. While such
formulations are usually not essential for the former theories (with specified governing
equations), they are the basis of quantum field theory. Accordingly, we will first show
that acoustics, observed in the relativistic framework of the preceding sections, can also
be formulated with Lorentz-invariant Lagrangians. By applying this formalism we will
then re-derive some of the results from above, but also obtain new ones and define an
analogue acoustic theory in the quantum limit.
A note should be made. Although closely related to the quantization of the theory,
promotion of quantum fields to operators acting in a Hilbert or Fock space is an extension
of the theory which is not essential. All the relevant physical information is assumed to
be given by the fields and therefore we will not need to treat them as operators in the
following. However, this does not make the theory any less quantum.
For a given Lagrangian (or more precisely Lagrangian density) L, the action is defined
as its integral over the spacetime [22]:
S =
∫
d4xL(x), (6.1)
where xµ = [c0t, ~x] is denoted here with x for brevity, and, as before, c0 is the reference
speed of sound for acoustic problems. The equation of motion (such as wave equation)
follows from the principle of least action under variation of the field. For example, for a
scalar field φ, which we expect to describe acoustics in fluids, Lagrangian is a functional
only of φ and its first derivatives, φ,µ. The variation φ→ φ+ δφ leads to the change of
action
δS =
∫
d4xδL(φ, φ,µ) =
∫
d4x
[
∂L
∂φ
δφ+
∂L
∂(φ,µ)
δ(φ,µ)
]
=
∫
d4x
[
∂L
∂φ
δφ+
(
∂L
∂(φ,µ)
δφ
)
,µ
−
(
∂L
∂(φ,µ)
)
,µ
δφ
]
.
(6.2)
The middle term in the last equality reduces to an integral over the boundary of space-
time, which vanishes in an unbounded spacetime, assuming that the field decays to zero
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at infinity, or, more generally, if φ is fixed (δφ = 0) at the boundary15. Minimizing the
action, δS/δφ = 0, leads to the Euler-Lagrange equation
∂L
∂φ
−
(
∂L
∂(φ,µ)
)
,µ
= 0. (6.3)
The most general Lorentz-invariant Lagrangian of a real scalar field is
L = 1
2
φ,µφ,µ +
1
2
(mc0
~
)2
φ2, (6.4)
where m is a generic mass, ~ is reduced Planck constant, and the normalization with
1/2 is conventional. The Lagrangian is invariant under the discrete symmetry φ→ −φ.
The mass term can be seen as a special case of the potential functional V(φ) (which in
general may explicitly break the symmetry of the Lagrangian), that is
L = 1
2
φ,µφ,µ + V(φ), (6.5)
and the first term is the kinetic term. Inserting eq. (6.4) into eq. (6.3) gives the Klein-
Gordon equation in flat Minkowski spacetime:
−1
2
(
∂(φ,µφ,µ)
∂(φ,µ)
)
,µ
+
(mc0
~
)2
φ = − (φ,µ),µ +
(mc0
~
)2
φ = −2φ+
(mc0
~
)2
φ = 0. (6.6)
For m = 0, the equation reduces to eq. (5.16) without the source term. Hence, acoustic
field is well described with the Lagrangian of a real scalar field
L = 1
2
φ,µφ,µ =
1
2
ηµνφ,µφ,ν . (6.7)
In a curved background spacetime, which will not be considered further here, the La-
grangian can be generalized to
L = 1
2
gµνφ,µφ,ν , (6.8)
which gives the d’Alembertian from eq. (1.2) in the equation of motion.
15If φ is not fixed at a rigid (impenetrable) spatial boundary of acoustic spacetime, we can multiply
the Lagrangian with the Heaviside function H(f), analogously to the procedure in section 4.3,
and thus formally extend the spacetime to infinity, where δφ = 0. This will be done later in
eq. (6.57). Furthermore, if we are interested in action, not Lagrangian, we can also multiply the
entire variation in eq. (6.2) with H(f). This will be the case in the derivation of stress-energy tensor
(see equations (6.54)-(6.58)).
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6.1 Mass in acoustic near field
Although sound field is massless, non-acoustic massive field φ is still of great interest. In
fact, massless acoustic field necessarily becomes massive in the vicinity of its source, the
acoustic near field. In order to show this, we use the Planck–Einstein relation between
the energy (not to be confused with usual energy of sound waves) of a massless field and
frequency,
E = ~ω, (6.9)
together with Einstein’s expression for the rest mass of a non-relativistic particle,
E = mc20. (6.10)
These two equations can be taken as the definition of the constant ~ connecting mass
and frequency,
~ =
mc20
ω
, (6.11)
in the same way as the constant G, which connects mass and length, was defined in
eq. (2.24). Notice that equating the two energies is analogous to the Compton scattering
of a photon (massless particle) by a massive charged particle (electron) with the Compton
wavelength 2pi~/(mc0).
Equation (6.6) in frequency domain reads(
ω
c0
)2
φ+∇2φ−
(mc0
~
)2
φ = 0 (6.12)
and after inserting eq. (6.11) becomes
∇2φ = 0. (6.13)
This is Laplace’s equation. It is not Lorentz invariant and has the same form as New-
tonian eq. (3.1) without the source. In classical acoustics it describes incompressible
(ρ = ρ0 = const. and c0 → ∞) fluctuations in the acoustic near field of a source, at
frequencies ω and distances l from the source which satisfy ωl/c0  1. Hence, in the
acoustic analogy a massive charged particle is also near field of a source of mass like the
one in eq. (3.1) (at very low frequency, according to section 3), but not the source itself.
Incompressibility of the fluid in the near field makes it appear as a compact volume
of fluid with ρ = ρ0. However, in order to associate very slowly varying ρ with ρ0 of
the background fluid, which constitutes the unbounded acoustic spacetime, additional
mechanism is necessary.
As will be demonstrated next, the mechanism which adds mass in the acoustic near
field equal to the mass of the background fluid in it can be modelled as a spontaneously
broken symmetry. It therefore serves to bring the two analogies together, the quantum
field theory based on the concept of unbounded spacetime and the Big Bang theory
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of general relativity from section 3. Length scale L at which the symmetry breaking
happens is roughly given by
ωL
c0
=
mc0L
~
= 1. (6.14)
Notice that it depends on the product of frequency and distance. This is the root of
apparently different types of divergences in quantum mechanics, in which ultraviolet
divergences appear at high frequencies and quantum gravity in which the corresponding
divergences are infrared [31], associated with large portions of spacetime (while the
ultraviolet cut-off is ensured by the finite Planck length, which will also be discussed
below).
6.2 Massive background fluid field
If massive φ is observed as a purely fluid particle field, without reference to the acoustic
field, it can represent the background fluid (acoustic vacuum as the medium) by means
of spontaneous breaking of the symmetry φ→ −φ. The Lagrangian is [33]
L = 1
2
φ,µφ,µ +
1
2
(mc0
~
)2
φ2 +
λ
4!
φ4, (6.15)
where λ is a constant coefficient. Both λ and m can depend on some parameter l. In
particular, m2 > 0 when l > L, where L is the given point of symmetry breaking as
defined in the previous subsection, and m2 < 0 when l < L. In the latter case, m2 in
the Lagrangian has to be replaced with positive −m2:
L = 1
2
φ,µφ,µ − 1
2
(mc0
~
)2
φ2 +
λ
4!
φ4. (6.16)
The background value of φ corresponds to the minimum of the potential given by
∂
∂φ
(
1
2
(mc0
~
)2
φ2 − λ
4!
φ4
)
=
(mc0
~
)2
φ− λ
6
φ3 = 0, (6.17)
and it is φ0 = ±
√
6m2c20/(λ~2). Both non-zero values of φ0 break the symmetry φ→ −φ,
as the background fluid necessarily does. We can choose one of the two vacua, say
φ0 =
√
6m2c20
λ~2
, (6.18)
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and expand φ = φ0 + φ˜ around it:
L = 1
2
φ˜,µφ˜,µ − 1
2
(mc0
~
)2
(φ20 + 2φ0φ˜+ φ˜
2) +
λ
4!
(φ40 + 4φ
3
0φ˜+ 6φ
2
0φ˜
2
+ 4φ0φ˜
3 + φ˜4) =
1
2
φ˜,µφ˜,µ −
(
1
2
(mc0
~
)2
φ20 −
λ
4!
φ40
)
−
((mc0
~
)2
φ0 − λ
6
φ30
)
φ˜
−
(
1
2
(mc0
~
)2
− λ
4
φ20
)
φ˜2 +
λ
6
φ0φ˜
3 +
λ
4!
φ˜4
=
1
2
φ˜,µφ˜,µ − 3
2λ
(mc0
~
)4
+
(mc0
~
)2
φ˜2 +
√
λm2c20
6~2
φ˜3 +
λ
4!
φ˜4.
(6.19)
This Lagrangian is not invariant under φ˜→ −φ˜ but it is symmetric under φ˜→ −φ˜−2φ0,
as we expect for the non-zero φ0 corresponding to the background fluid perturbed by
φ˜. For example, if φ represents fluid density16, so that φ0 = ρ0 in eq. (6.18), then
λ = 6(mc0/~)2/ρ20.
However, the fluid field φ still needs to be coupled to the massless acoustic field. Fluid
density is appropriate quantity if monopole radiation is considered, but it is not a natural
choice if we consider the two analogue acoustic fields from section 5 which are both
related to kinetic acoustic quantities. This implies that the coupling should also be
kinematic and that we should expect φ0 to be expressed in terms of c0 rather than ρ0 or
p0. Moreover, motion of particles of the background fluid cannot be in general captured
with a single real scalar field. At the end of this section we will see that density of
the background fluid is then determined by the spontaneous symmetry breaking at the
acoustic Planck scale.
The next simplest Lagrangian which can describe the background fluid is for a complex
scalar field φ. Since it has two degrees of freedom, real and imaginary part, we can
make a constraint on one of them. It is usually forced that the theory is symmetric
under φ→ ejα(x)φ, where α(x) is an arbitrary phase which does not affect the physically
relevant part of the field, the amplitude. Notice that such a convention differs from
the one which is common in classical acoustics and which takes the real part of the
field as physically relevant. The Lorentz-invariant Lagrangian with the given symmetry
φ→ ejαφ reads
L = φ∗,µφ,µ +
(mc0
~
)2
φ∗φ, (6.20)
where φ∗ is complex conjugate of φ. The Lagrangian is conventionally without the
normalization with 1/2. The two equations of motion which follow from the principle of
least action are, similarly as above,
2φ−
(mc0
~
)2
φ = 0 and 2φ∗ −
(mc0
~
)2
φ∗ = 0, (6.21)
16Still, φ˜ is not acoustic density perturbation propagating at the speed of sound, because the field is
massive. The fluid field has to couple to another massless acoustic field in the near field of a source,
as will be shown on the example of dipole radiation.
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and φ and φ∗ are often referred to as particle and antiparticle. Still, values of the
complex field φ at different points x (and, therefore, derivatives and all other related
mathematical expressions) depend on the arbitrary choice of α(x) at each particular x.
In order to fix this, a connection has to be introduced [33], which is a vector gauge field
A¯µ coupled to the scalar field φ. The Lagrangian thus necessarily becomes
L = −1
4
FµνF
µν + (Dµφ)
∗(Dµφ) +
(mc0
~
)2
φ∗φ, (6.22)
which is also the Lagrangian of scalar quantum electrodynamics. Here, Fµν = A¯ν,µ−A¯µ,ν ,
as before, Dµφ = φ,µ + jeA¯µφ/~ and (Dµφ)∗ = φ∗,µ− jeA¯µφ∗/~ are covariant derivatives,
and e is a constant (elementary positive charge).
In section 4 we saw how A¯µ can represent an acoustic field of a dipole source, for
example, due to the interaction of a moving fluid (turbulent flow) with a compact solid
body. Similarly, we shall demonstrate here how the Lagrangian in eq. (6.22) captures
the interaction between sound waves and moving fluid particles, which thus act as very
small dipole sources in free space and are represented by the complex scalar field φ. We
observe spontaneous breaking of now continuous symmetry φ → ejα(x)φ. Canonically
normalized Lagrangian is
L = −1
4
FµνF
µν + (Dµφ)
∗(Dµφ)−
(mc0
~
)2
|φ|2 + λ
4
|φ|4. (6.23)
Sign of the mass term is negative for the same reasons as in eq (6.16). The potential
has a minimum for
∂
∂|φ|
((mc0
~
)2
|φ|2 − λ
4
|φ|4
)
= 2
(mc0
~
)2
|φ| − λ|φ|3 = 0, (6.24)
which is for |φ0| =
√
2m2c20/(λ~2), or φ0 =
√
2m2c20/(λ~2)ejθ for arbitrary θ(x). We can
choose φ0 =
√
2m2c20/(λ~2).
Next we could again expand φ = φ0 + φ˜. However, a more elegant approach is to take
the two real degrees of freedom of φ˜(x), denoted with σ(x) and pi(x), and write
φ =
(
φ0 +
σ√
2
)
ejpi/(
√
2φ0). (6.25)
Inserting this into eq. (6.23) gives [33]
L = −1
4
FµνF
µν
−
(
φ0 +
σ√
2
)2(
σ,µ√
2φ0 + σ
− j pi,µ√
2φ0
− j eA¯µ
~
)(
σ,µ√
2φ0 + σ
+ j
pi,µ√
2φ0
+ j
eA¯µ
~
)
−
(
1
λ
(mc0
~
)4
−
(mc0
~
)2
σ2 − mc0σ
3
2~
√
λ− λσ
4
16
)
.
(6.26)
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In order to decouple and remove σ, which has no acoustic relevance, we can let m→∞
and λ→∞ (keeping φ0 unaffected), so that the Lagrangian becomes
L = −1
4
FµνF
µν −
(
eφ0
~
)2(
A¯µ +
~pi,µ√
2eφ0
)(
A¯µ +
~pi,µ√
2eφ0
)
. (6.27)
We can also choose α(x) such that pi(x) = 0 (the so-called unitary gauge) and
L = −1
4
FµνF
µν −
(
eφ0
~
)2
A¯µA¯
µ. (6.28)
is the Lorentz-invariant Proca Lagrangian for the massive gauge field A¯µ with the mass
m =
√
2eφ0/c0. Indeed, the equation of motion which follows from this Lagrangian is
2A¯µ −
(mc0
~
)2
A¯µ = 0, (6.29)
which is the four-vector form of eq. (6.6), and the Lorenz gauge condition is satisfied,
A¯µ,µ = 0. Thus, the acoustic gauge field, A¯µ, becomes massive through the Higgs
mechanism for l < L, in the acoustic near field of the fluid particles acting as sources.
Since the positive charge e should be analogous to m = ρ0V , where ρ0 is the background
fluid density and V ∼ L3, then φ0 = c0/
√
2, which, as expected, depends only on the
speed of sound. In the quantum field theory, the field pi(x) (often referred to as pion)
represents a Goldstone boson and the field σ(x) is known as Higgs boson.
We can conclude that a complex scalar field φ can be used to describe both a free-
space dipole and background fluid particles, in the same manner as a real scalar field
can represent a free-space monopole (for example, on the right-hand side of eq. (5.16))
and the background fluid density (φ0 = ρ0 in eq. (6.18)). Its exact relation with the
current Jµ from section 4 will be given in section 6.4. Continuing the analysis, the fluid
particles must also support quadrupole radiation, with h¯µν replacing A¯µ, and give mass
to the associated acoustic field in the near field of a quadrupole source. Besides this,
in the theory of quantum electrodynamics complex scalar field φ is actually replaced by
a field of spin 1/2. Generalization to higher spins based on the tetrad formalism [31]
allows inclusion of quadrupole (and in fact any other higher multipole) radiation and,
therefore, also replacement of both the background fluid and stress-energy tensor with a
spinor field17. Accordingly, we should expect the background fluid to be a spinor field in
the most general case. However, this mathematically more involved and rather abstract
approach will not be taken for the basic considerations here.
17As in loop quantum theory, the spinor field does not only couple with the background metric, it
constitutes it. The acoustic spacetime is built by the same fluid particles which contribute to the
stress-energy tensor or dipole current and which couple to the acoustic gauge fields. In other words,
we deal with a pure (but perturbed) vacuum. In a simple homogeneous acoustic medium such as
air, the fluid particles are not immersed in the acoustic spacetime (like fermions in quantum field
theory in curved spacetime), they constitute it, in the same way as the spin foam gives rise to the
spacetime in loop quantum gravity.
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Although we do not give an exact form of the most general background fluid field18 nor
we perform a detailed mathematical analysis of the spontaneous symmetry breaking and
appearance of mass for the case of quadrupole radiation (which is the only possible in an
isentropic fluid without boundaries), several important concepts can still be established,
which have their analogues in the theory of quantum gravity. For example, we expect the
existence of the smallest length scale L = ~/(mc0) from eq. (6.14) at which spontaneous
symmetry breaking occurs. It should not be smaller than the micro-scale of the fluid
particles (molecules). The length scale can be associated with the maximum frequency
of the theory, ω = c0/L. On the other hand, the stochastically moving particles within a
small volume V ∼ L3 can be observed as a micro-turbulence, the aeroacoustic quadrupole
source from section 2.1. Equation (2.25) relates then the mass of such a source with its
acoustic Schwarzschild radius L: m = Lc20/(2G). Equating the two length scales and
masses, we find
L =
√
2~G
c30
=
√
2LP , (6.30)
where LP =
√
~G/c30 is the acoustic Planck length, and m = mP/
√
2, since by definition
mP =
√
~c0/G. A very small fluid element with volume V ∼ L3 behaves thus as an
acoustic Planck particle. Within its volume, acoustic field is necessarily massive and
the mass originates from the background fluid. In fact, this is the smallest meaningful
source region in which the massive perturbation of the acoustic spacetime cannot be
distinguished from the moving particles of fluid and the separation of the left- and
right-hand sides of the analogue Einstein field equations becomes inadequate.
If we assume that the background fluid is an ideal gas, we can relate the acoustic Planck
particle even more closely to the gas molecule. According to the equation of state, speed
of sound in an ideal gas equals
c0 =
√
γkBT0
M
, (6.31)
where γ is heat capacity ratio, kB is the Boltzmann constant, T0 is the reference temper-
ature, a consequence of random motion of the gas molecules, and M is mass of a single
molecule. After replacing M with γM , according to eq. (1.42),
T0 =
Mc20
kB
, (6.32)
which is the expression for Planck temperature if M = mP is the Planck mass. A single
gas molecule has acoustic Planck mass. On the other hand, from the definitions of ~ and
G in equations (6.11) and (2.24), respectively, we obtain (for a single molecule treated
as a micro-turbulence)
mP =
√
~c0
G
=
√
Mc30
ωG
= M
√
2c0
ωLM
, (6.33)
18In fact, in section 6.4 we will see that the same form from eq. (6.20) can be used for quadrupole
radation, as well.
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which equals M for LM = 2c0/ω. Furthermore, LM = 2~/(mP c0) =
√
2L = 2LP from
above. The acoustic Schwarzschild radius of the molecule, LM , separates roughly its
massive near field and far field. Hence, the acoustic Planck mass is also a near-field
effect of the elementary particle of the acoustic spacetime, the gas molecule.
If we again observe the moving gas molecules as a micro-turbulence, the aeroacoustic
quadrupole source, we expect an increase of its efficiency in the vicinity of a solid bound-
ary, when it reduces to a dipole. The amplification due to an acoustically compact rigid
boundary is by the factor [18] c0/(ωL), where L is given in eq. (6.30) (see also the
discussion at the end of section 2.1). Introducing this in eq. (6.32) and using again
L = 2Gm/c20 =
√
2GM/c20 and Mc
2
0 = ~ω, we obtain
TH = 4
√
2pi
~c30
8piGkBM
, (6.34)
which is, apart from the factor 4
√
2pi expression for Hawking radiation of a black hole
with mass M . The more efficient dipole radiation at the boundary corresponds to the
analogue electromagnetic radiation at the event horizon of the acoustic micro black hole.
Moreover, if we assume that every macro black hole consists of micro black holes, which
is the case with turbulence in the acoustic spacetime, the same expression holds for black
holes in general, with M denoting mass of the black hole.
6.3 Mass as a solid body
So far we have encountered two types of massive fields – the background fluid field
and (normally massless) sound field in acoustic near field of a source, where it interacts
with the background field. In both cases mass is (or becomes) inherent property of
the field and appears in its Lagrangian. When mass in the Lagrangian of the acoustic
field is confined to some region of space, it can also be used for modelling the effects of
solid bodies occupying those regions. Their boundaries thus automatically violate the
Lorentz invariance, as before in eq. (4.63). This time, however, they do not interact with
unsteady fluid, but with the massless acoustic field.
As an example, if we replace m2 with m2H(−f), where H denotes the Heaviside step
function, the Klein-Gordon equation (6.6) becomes
2φ =
(mc0
~
)2
H(−f)φ. (6.35)
Here, f(~x) = 0 at the surface of the body (we assume that it is stationary), f(~x) > 0 in
front of the body, where the field is observed, and f(~x) < 0 is set inside the body. If we
now let m→∞, the only physically meaningful solution outside the body is
2φ = 0, (6.36)
with φ = 0 at the surface of the body and inside it, in order to preserve the continuity of
φ(~x) at the surface. The problem reduces to solving wave equation with the boundary
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condition φ = 0 at the body’s surface. For example, if φ represents sound pressure or
density and the body closes a cavity, time-independent version of the problem comes
down to calculating eigenmodes of the cavity with acoustically soft boundaries. If φ
represents displacement or velocity in one-dimensional space and f(x < 0) > 0, f(x >
0) < 0, and f(x = 0) = 0, the boundary condition is that of a rigid motionless wall
at x = 0, which is thus modelled as an infinite mass at x > 0. Explicit inclusion of
boundaries in the wave equation with the aid of Heaviside function is in accordance
with section 4.3, but also with the suppression of the second term in eq. (6.2), since a
bounded space is formally extended to infinity.
Observing a one-dimensional space along the x-axis and replacing m2 with m2Cδ(x),
where C is a constant, eq. (6.6) becomes(
ω
c0
)2
φ+
d2φ
dx2
−
(mc0
~
)2
Cδ(x)φ = 0. (6.37)
The general solution for x < 0 is φ(x < 0) = Iejkx − IRe−jkx while for x > 0 it
is φ(x > 0) = ITejkx, where k = ω/c0 is wave number, I is complex amplitude of the
incident plane wave and R and T are reflection and transmission coefficients, respectively.
Thereby, we neglect any energy losses or a wave coming from x = +∞ and associate
φ with velocity, which gives the minus sign in the expression for φ(x < 0). The two
solutions can be connected by integrating eq. (6.37) around x = 0 [15]:∫ 
−
[(
ω
c0
)2
φ+
d2φ
dx2
−
(mc0
~
)2
Cδ(x)φ
]
dx = 0. (6.38)
For → 0, the first term vanishes and the second term gives difference of the derivatives
dφ/dx at x =  and x = −. Hence,(
dφ
dx
)
x=
−
(
dφ
dx
)
x=−
−
(mc0
~
)2
Cφ(0) = 0. (6.39)
After inserting (dφ/dx)x<0 = jk(Ie
jkx + IRe−jkx) and (dφ/dx)x>0 = jkITejkx, as well
as φ(0) = I − IR, we obtain
jk(IT − I − IR)−
(mc0
~
)2
C(I − IR) = 0. (6.40)
Continuity of the solution at x = 0 forces I − IR = IT and therefore
2jk(IT − I)−
(mc0
~
)2
CIT = 0, (6.41)
from which it follows
T =
1
1 + jCm2c20/(2k~2)
(6.42)
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and
|T |2 = 1
1 + [Cm2c20/(2k~2)]2
. (6.43)
This is very similar to the expression for the transmission loss of an acoustically thin
homogeneous wall [21],
|T |2 = 1
1 + [ωmwall/(2ρ0c0)]2
, (6.44)
where mwall is mass of the wall per unit area and ρ0 and c0 are density and speed of
sound in the surrounding air. We need to apply again the relation ~ω = mc20 to arrive
at
|T |2 = 1
1 + [Cω/(2c0)]2
. (6.45)
Hence, the mass term in eq. (6.37) with C = mwall/ρ0 represents a thin homogeneous
wall with surface mass mwall and the equation captures sound transmission through the
wall.
The analysis above indicates that when its mass is spatially confined and appropriately
scaled, a massive quantum field can besides the background fluid also represent a solid
body interacting with the acoustic field. In quantum mechanics |T |2 is the probability
that a quantum particle passes through the delta-function potential barrier (the tun-
neling effect). In the acoustic analogy, such barriers appear as localized jumps of the
background density, since the analogue mass-energy builds the acoustic vacuum.
6.4 Currents as sources
Classical theories from sections 1-5 make a clear distinction between massless fields
propagating in vacuum and their sources (mass-energy or charge). As already dis-
cussed, aeroacoustic sources of sound in fluids include the same massive particles (fluid
molecules) which build the acoustic vacuum. The connection between the massive back-
ground fluid (field) and massless acoustic field was determined only after the quantum
analogy had been established in this section. The quantum theory also allows the rep-
resentation of the classical sources as Noether currents involving the background fluid
field, which is the crucial step towards the unified acoustic theory.
In section 6.2 Lagrangian of the background fluid field was given for the case of dipole
radiation, eq. (6.20). The current associated with the background field follows from the
Lagrangian symmetry (in this case φ → ejαφ) and Noether’s theorem [33]. In order to
demonstrate this, we first calculate derivative of the Lagrangian with respect to α:
∂L
∂α
=
2∑
n=1
(
∂L
∂φn
∂φn
∂α
+
∂L
∂(φn,µ)
∂(φn,µ)
∂α
)
=
2∑
n=1
[
∂L
∂φn
∂φn
∂α
+
(
∂L
∂(φn,µ)
∂φn
∂α
)
,µ
−
(
∂L
∂(φn,µ)
)
,µ
∂φn
∂α
]
= 0,
(6.46)
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where φ1 = φ and φ2 = φ
∗. The first and the last term cancel according to eq. (6.3) and
the remaining part gives the conservation law, Jµ,µ, for the current
Jµ =
2∑
n=1
∂L
∂(φn,µ)
∂φn
∂α
, (6.47)
the Noether current. Since ∂φ1/∂α = jφ, ∂φ2/∂α = −jφ∗, ∂L/∂(φ1,µ) = φ∗,µ, and
∂L/∂(φ2,µ) = φ,µ,
Jµ = jφφ∗,µ − jφ∗φ,µ. (6.48)
Now we can express the terms of the Lagrangian in eq. (6.22) which capture the inter-
action of the background fluid and acoustic field with the current:
L = −1
4
FµνF
µν + (φ∗,µ − jeA¯µφ∗/~)(φ,µ + jeA¯µφ/~) +
(mc0
~
)2
φ∗φ
= −1
4
FµνF
µν + jeA¯µφφ∗,µ/~− jeA¯µφ∗φ,µ/~ + e2A¯µA¯µφ∗φ/~2 + φ∗,µφ,µ +
(mc0
~
)2
φ∗φ
= −1
4
FµνF
µν + jeA¯µφφ∗,µ/~− jeA¯µφ∗φ,µ/~ + e2A¯µA¯µφ∗φ/~2 + φ∗,µφ,µ +
(mc0
~
)2
φ∗φ
= −1
4
FµνF
µν + eA¯µJµ/~ + e2A¯µA¯µφ∗φ/~2 + φ∗,µφ,µ +
(mc0
~
)2
φ∗φ.
(6.49)
The massless field A¯µ is at the lowest order described by the Lagrangian
L = −1
4
FµνF
µν + eA¯µJµ/~, (6.50)
which is the massless Proca (electromagnetic) Lagrangian with added interaction with
the background field expressed in terms of the current Jµ. In section 4 we defined J
µ =
[qc0, q~v]→ [−ρ0c0,−ρ0~v] and this Lagrangian indeed gives the equation of motion (4.13)
if we multiply the interaction term with µ0/µ0 and absorb e/(~µ0) into Jµ.
The Lagrangian in eq. (6.50), together with the expression for the current in eq. (6.48),
the background field Lagrangian in eq. (6.20), and the classical analogy with electro-
magnetism from section 4, describes a complete theory for aeroacoustic dipole radia-
tion. More generally, the Lagrangians which give the equations of motion for monopole
(eq. (5.16)), dipole (eq. (5.8)), and quadrupole radiation (eq. (5.1)) are, respectively,
L = 1
2
χ¯,µχ¯,µ −Ψρχ¯, (6.51)
L = −1
4
FµνF
µν + µ0JµA¯
µ =
1
2
A¯µ2A¯µ − 1
2
A¯µA¯ν ,µν + µ0JµA¯
µ, (6.52)
and [33]
L = 1
2
h¯µν2h¯µν − h¯µν h¯να,µ,α + h¯ααh¯µν,µν − 1
2
h¯αα2h¯
α
α − 2kG
c40
Tµν h¯
µν . (6.53)
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The last Lagrangian is the leading-order approximation of the Einstein-Hilbert La-
grangian of general relativity with added current. The currents are, respectively, ρ,
Jµ, and Tµν and the interaction constants Ψ→ 2kG/c20, µ0 → kG/(2c20), and 2kG/c40.
In the case of monopole radiation, the current is equal to the background fluid field, the
Lagrangian of which is given in eq. (6.4), as elaborated further in secton 6.2. Stress-
energy tensor Tµν is the current obtained when the parameter α is replaced with the
coordinates xν , reflecting the symmetry of the action (not Lagrangian) under global
spacetime translations. Equation (6.46) takes the form
L,ν =
2∑
n=1
[
∂L
∂φn
φn
,ν +
(
∂L
∂(φn,µ)
φn
,ν
)
,µ
−
(
∂L
∂(φn,µ)
)
,µ
φn
,ν
]
, (6.54)
which in general does not equal zero. However, eq. (6.3) applies and
τµν,µ =
2∑
n=1
(
∂L
∂(φn,µ)
φn
,ν
)
,µ
− ηµνL,µ = 0, (6.55)
where τµν is the conserved canonical stress-energy tensor. Although not necessarily
symmetric, it can be turned into the symmetric form of T µν by transforming it as
τµν → τµν + Θαµν,α, (6.56)
with an appropriate Θαµν satisfying the antisymmetry Θαµν = −Θµαν , so that Θαµν,αµ =
0 and the conservation law τµν,µ is not violated after the transformation.
Even without an explicit relation between T µν and φ, we see that the background fluid
is still described with the complex scalar field φ, just as in the case of dipole radiation.
Complex field is thus sufficient for the unified acoustic theory without any further gener-
alization, just like spinor fields of quantum electrodynamics suffice also in loop quantum
gravity. The isolated fluid particles exhibit translational motion and thus act as dipole
sources at the acoustic Planck scale. However, their motion is stochastic so that they
actually fit to the micro-turbulence model from the end of section 6.2. The associated
weak metric perturbation appears as background noise19.
For completeness and consistency with section 4.3, we should show how the quadrupole
current reduces to dipole and dipole to monopole using in the quantum analogy. In
order to include the effect of boundaries, we multiply the Lagrangian in eq. (6.20) with
H(f) from section 4.3. Since f is not a function of α, we can again use eq. (6.3) in
eq. (6.46) (both multiplied with H(f)) to remove the first and the third term in the
latter equation and obtain
H(f)Jµ,µ = 0. (6.57)
19The reduction of micro-quadrupoles to dipoles at a boundary may amplify the noise, which is then
given by the gauge field A¯µ. Such noise may be analogous to the cosmic microwave background,
which would then be Hawking radiation of black holes at the Planck scale.
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This is equal to eq. (4.70) and the same discussion on the reduction of a dipole to
monopole source applies. In the case of quadrupole, the function f does depend on
the coordinates xν which replace α. However, we are now considering symmetry of the
action not the Lagrangian, so we can multiply entire eq. (6.54) with H(f). This leads
to
H(f)T µν,µ = 0, (6.58)
which matches eq. (4.63). In this way Ffowcs Williams and Hawkings aeroacoustic
analogy follows also from the variational principle and the quantum theory.
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7 Unified acoustic theory
The established classical and quantum analogies allow a unified acoustic theory to be
formulated using the formalism of covariant field theories. It can be summarized as
follows. Particles of the background fluid (typically gas molecules) are described with a
real scalar quantum field φ and the Lagrangian from eq. (6.4), in the case of monopole
radiation, or complex scalar field φ and the Lagrangian from eq. (6.20), in the case of
dipole and quadrupole radiation. In the first case, φ is associated with density of the
background fluid and in the second case with the speed of sound in it.
The background fluid field couples with a massless acoustic field giving it mass in the
acoustic near field of a source, by means of spontaneous symmetry breaking. The process
for a dipole source is captured by the Lagrangian in eq. (6.23) with λ = m2/(4~2)
and φ0 =
√
2m2c20/(λ~2) = c0/
√
2, in which the background field couples with the
acoustically-relevant vector gauge field A¯µ. The same mechanism for quadrupole sources
at the acoustic Planck scale sets the mean fluid density ρ0 (in addition to c0 =
√
2φ0). On
the other hand, the massive background field also gives rise to the currents in the source
region, according to Noether’s theorem. For monopole it is simply unsteady density ρ,
for dipole it is charge current given by eq. (6.48), and for quadrupole it is stress-energy
tensor given by equations 6.55 and 6.56. The currents act as sources of sound which also
couple with the massless acoustic field. This process is captured by the Lagrangians in
equations (6.51)-(6.53) for the three types of sources.
From this point the analogies are classical and in the case of dipole (analogy with elec-
tromagnetism) and quadrupole (analogy with linearized general relativity) they hold for
low Mach number incompressible flows in the source region, when the mechanism of
sound generation is kinetic. Governing equations in the first case are Maxwell’s equa-
tions (4.13) with the current Jα = [qc0, q~v]→ [−ρ0c0,−ρ0~v] and in the second case the
linearized Einstein field equations (1.21) with the stress-energy tensor from eq. (2.4). In
both cases the background acoustic spacetime is assumed to be flat, which corresponds
to a quiescent fluid. If the fluid is not quiescent, the background Minkowski metric must
be replaced with an appropriate metric, as in section 1.1, which do not follow from the
analogy with general relativity. Fluid particle motion due to an incoming sound wave
of a dipole or quadrupole source in free space is obtained from eq. (4.27) or eq. (1.37),
respectively, where the component A0 is given in the gauge in which vorticity (magnetic
field) is zero and h00 in the Newtonian gauge. In both cases the preferred frame is due
to the fact that the receiver does not exist in the analogue acoustic spacetime but in the
Newtonian space and time.
Acoustically compact foreign bodies in the fluid introduce boundaries which violate
the Lorentz invariance. Aeroacoustic quadrupole source in their vicinity reduces to
dipole and, if the boundary is non-rigid, dipole source reduces to monopole, in the same
manner as in Ffowcs Williams and Hawkings analogy. The second-order stress-energy
tensor reduces to a vector current and the vector current to a scalar. Thus, if external
forces are excluded, every charged particle in the acoustic analogy involves a boundary
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and positive and negative charges appear always in pairs (on the opposite sides of the
compact body). Effects of boundaries on wave propagation outside the source region
can also be included by adding a mass term to the Lagrangian of otherwise massless
acoustic field. Such mass is spatially confined and breaks the Lorentz invariance.
The considered formal analogies do not imply any deeper physical connection between
the theories. Nevertheless, several remarks follow from the analysis. The presented
unified acoustic theory has many similarities with the theory of loop quantum gravity,
particularly regarding the nature of the background spacetime (vacuum) and the fact
that elementary particles at the Planck scale are not immersed in the spacetime but build
it. However, introduction of spinor fields was unnecessary in the basic considerations
above, in which elementary particles of the acoustic vacuum, the fluid molecules, were
treated as microscopic black holes and quadrupole sources at the acoustic Planck scale.
Their reduction to dipole lead to analogue Hawking radiation. On the other hand, the
occurrence of small positive cosmological constant as a consequence of the finite size of
the spacetime is common to both theories. As discussed in section 3, (un)boundedness
of the spacetime is also responsible for different nature of acoustic and relativistic vacua
and their mass(-energy) density, which are for this reason not covered by the analogy
with general relativity.
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